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Editor´s Note

2022

One of the many special parts about publishing a magazine like this
is seeing all the amazing literature and art out there, bringing it
together, and feeling the emotions and personalities of the works of
creatives from Ireland and beyond. The team at Tír na nÓg is deeply
passionate about literature and art, and it is endlessly humbling
that so many of you trust us with your unique and beautiful works.
By now, some contributors have been with us from the start, such
as the talented Joachim Spruch, who sent us an incredible photo of
a donkey that instantly made it on this cover.
In our first issue, we mentioned that the published pieces did not
fit together and yet evoked a sense of connectedness. We are proud
to say that this is still the case. We never envisioned a theme or
an agenda, but a dialogue of different art forms and voices from
different origins. Some of the pieces in this issue have a strong
regional focus, such as Taidh Lynch’s poetry series “The Claddagh”
or Emily Anna King’s “Confetti”. Others explore different art forms
in unique and innovative ways, such as Sarah Long’s piece “An
insoluble pancake” or Kenneth Cale’s inspiring work “Ada”. Some
pieces made us feel reconnected to our own love of literature, such
as Attracta Fahy’s poem “Writing back to Yeats”. Every piece in
this issue is special to us, and we are endlessly grateful to every
contributor and every reader of this issue.
This third issue of Tír na nÓg is a special one because our beloved
magazine has allowed us to connect with artists from beyond the
world of literature and in doing so, Tír na nÓg has become so much
more than we initially expected it to be. We owe a special thanks to
the Arts Council and its support of our project, which allowed us to
grow and provided us with much of the resources and the confidence
to carry this magazine into the future. Much gratitude goes to the
incredible 126 Artist-Run Gallery in Galway, who continue to
support and inspire us in any way possible, and without whose
support this magazine would never have become what it is today.
Lastly, we are especially grateful to Tiernan Bines, who is not only
a featured contributor in issue 1 & 3, but who also joined Tír na nÓg
as Guest Editor for this issue and whose creativity and passion for
language made a significant contribution to this magazine.
We are excited and grateful that the Tír na nÓg family is growing,
and we very much hope you enjoy this issue.
Anet Rumberg, Lisa Heuchemer, Tiernan Bines and Siobhan Brew
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drowning at the bath & tennis
Jacqueline Brown
I know
I’m not really drowning
it’s a dream
it has to be
but then I see
Dad’s anchor
floating above me, watch it turn to ash
and smell salt
I tell myself
it’s the chlorine
but I still wonder
if this is where
everything changes
//
there is music and laughter
the sun is glinting off the water
a hand reaches in
and pulls me out
Jakob Dylan asks
if I want a Laffy Taffy
yes, I say
He brings me back banana.
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conversations on a friendship
Mary Coleman
i
I’m sorry
it’s fine.
I’m sorry
it’s fine.
I’m sorry
it’s fine.
I love you,
it’s fine.
ii
I bought a blood red coat.
I thought of you, and what you might say
And how you would twirl your hair tight around your finger
And say you liked it, your purple finger still twisting and twisting
Until it knotted, your hand tangled in gloss, a dead end.
I wear it to spite you, and I think about what you might say
about me being so hateful.
But you don’t say anything anymore,
Your blue ticks speak to me now,
Vapid, ethereal responses from the living dead.
iii
Seventeen minutes past three,
Our clandestine ritual begins.
I sit looking out on emptying streets,
while you hover in my living room,
never coming too close to me, afraid I might try to touch you,
you always hated platonic bodies on bodies.
I lean my head against the glass and endure the pain of the cold,
And I want to know if you know I can feel it, the pain,
I want you to know it hurts and I hope you can see it in my face
so
2
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I change my expression because you won’t answer me if I ask.
Then I look at you, pale and indistinct,
Your teeth have no coffee stains in this light,
You’re blank and blue in your face,
You are nothing now but a translucent spectre,
made of dust and shame.
Did you know that I’d yearn for you still?
Not your body, never your body, we weren’t like that, you and me
In our pigtails and pinafores, skipping down a street.
Did you know it would come to this?
You who only visits at night,
When there is no-one to save me
When he won’t hear you
It is you and me and the night.
And I ask you – what is it about the night?
And you don’t say anything, but I hear your voice say it’s
morning, not night.
Then you leave, through the window with no fear of falling,
And no fear of failing, gone.
Why do I yearn for the night and its ghosts?
I take out my phone and scroll to your name,
Real you, coffee stained with purple fingers,
And I don’t text, or call because we’re knotted now,
A dead end for the i’m sorry it’s fine girls in pigtails
and blood red coats.
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60
L. R. Jeffers
8.
“Just tell your Mom ya don’t want to,” Jordan said.
Eoin didn’t look up; he picked at the crust. “I can’t, she’ll make
me.”
Jordan stood up. “Come on. I’ve an idea.”
15.
“You know how hard it was to get these? You’re the one who wanted
to do it.”
Eoin shook his head, peering around the corner of the changing
rooms. If containers could be called changing rooms.
“Alright, alright, ya brought the deodorants and stuff, right?”
Jordan asked.
“Do you think I’m thick?”
“Give us a light then.”
Eoin obliged, cupping the flame as Jordan held the cigarette. Ten
seconds later they began spluttering.
“Crap man,” Jordan coughed, as Eoin incurred the same effects.
Jordan caught his breath. “Knew Damien lied about Bensons
being different.”
23.
“Maybe it’d be best to leave it, next time,” Eoin said, cleaning the
cut above Jordan’s eye.
“Knew ya would say something like that,” Jordan mumbled,
shifting the ice pack to his jaw.
“What’s that supposed to mean?” Eoin got up too fast and steadied
himself. His shirt had been ripped at the collar.
“Nothing,” Jordan murmured.
“At least,” Eoin resumed, packing away the first aid kit. “We now
know what the other guy looks like in these encounters.”
“Funny.”

4
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8.
“I don’t like this idea,” Eoin decided.
“It’s easy. Can do it every time she leaves.”
“I don’t know.”
“Let’s flip a coin.” Jordan pulled out twenty cents and flipped
it. “Heads or Tails?”
“Tails.”
Jordan showed him heads. “My idea then.”
Eoin grumbled, took his plate, and they quietly opened the
back door.
34.
“Oh right.”
“It’s not my decision, Jordan. It’s Millie’s and, honestly, I
argued with her, but I know when I’ve to stop. She wants it kept
in the family for the first one.”
“Family, huh.”
“Not my words and you know I don’t think that. I guarantee
we’ll have another child. Just might take a couple of years. Next
time will be my choice.”
“It’s fine. I get it.”
21.
“Jesus, Eoin, brake brake brake left brake brake,” Jordan
shouted, and Eoin braked.
“Got it.” Eoin pulled up the handbrake and switched off the
ignition.
“When I say brake, I mean it on the first go.”
“Gotcha.” Eoin wiped sweat from his forehead, his palms sticky.
“Should probably work on the manoeuvres.”
“It’s not a big deal if ya fail. I failed first go.”
“It’s not that, it’s…” Eoin shook his head.
“What?”
“Should’ve been doing it with my Dad, at fifteen, sixteen, like
you.”
Jordan turned to look in the side mirror. No sight of Eoin.
“Eoin, if ya need to talk –”
“I don’t.” Eoin started up the car, rubbing his palms on his
jeans. “Ready?”
5
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43.
“So what do we do about them?” Jordan asked.
Eoin sipped his beer. “Beats me, can’t see what the big deal is.
Kids fight. Our kids argued, they said things. It happens.”
Jordan nodded, swirling the ice. He smiled. “Not curious about
who started it.”
Eoin shrugged. “They’ll say eventually. Don’t matter anyway.
It’ll happen again and alternate.”
“True.” Jordan leant back, watching them. Playing again. All
forgiven.
Eoin set down his drink. “You think they’ll be mates at our
age?”
“Not if their smart,” Jordan grinned, tossing a bottle cap at
him.
27.
“I’m tired of this. You need to get your act together,” Eoin said.
“The thinning air on the moral high ground is affecting your
brain. You’re no saint. Conveniently forgotten that, haven’t ya.”
Jordan picked up his keys and jacket.
“Blowing up whenever someone does something you don’t like
ain’t the way to handle things. We’re not kids anymore. You
should see someone.”
“I should see someone?” Jordan snorted, wrestling on his
jacket. “Coming from Mr. Repressed. Do me a favour. Need to
make an appointment for yourself. Won’t do it though, will ya?
Classic Eoin - everything else but yourself.”
“No wonder Danielle’s thinking about leaving.”
Jordan hit him and walked out.
18.
“So how do we settle this?” Eoin said.
“I’ve already told ya I’m only messing. I know ya like her, so
you go for it. No odds to me.”
“But you said you wouldn’t mind asking her,” Eoin muttered,
shutting his locker and glancing over at Millie.
Jordan leant against it and rolled his eyes. “I can ask anyone.
Don’t matter.”
“We’ll flip. Winner gets first go.”
“You sure? I really –”
6
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“You got the coin?”
Jordan dug around his pockets and produced the coin. He
flicked it up, caught and slapped it down near his knuckles.
“Heads or tails?”
Eoin’s mouth felt dry. “Heads.”
Jordan revealed tails. Eoin’s shoulders sank.
“Look we don’t have –”
“You know the rules, no exceptions,” Eoin mumbled. “It’s fine.
I’ll go with Megan. We get on alright.” He sorted through his
books.
Jordan smiled and slapped his shoulders. “Hey, don’t worry
about it man. We’ll be together all night anyway.” He winked
and headed after Millie.
Eoin put his hand on the locker, cursing Jordan. And himself.
8.
“This won’t work,” Eoin said, shifting under his feet. He glanced
at the house. The beds would be made soon.
“It’ll work,” Jordan said, taking the avocados from the bread.
“Do ya want to eat them all summer? At school there’s the bin.
She can’t check there.”
“Do birds even like avocados?”
Jordan shrugged. “They eat worms. They’ll eat anything.”
Together they threw the avocados to the ground.
68.
“Tired. All the time. Like going through Mr. Keats talking about
l’imparfait.” Jordan attempted his poor impersonation.
Eoin nodded, monitors clicking and nurses sliding in and out of
the room, checking things. He didn’t know why. Jordan lay like
some fruit in the sun – ripe, ready to be plucked.
“Could be worse.” Jordan wheezed, breathing rather than
speaking.
Eoin eyed the wheelchair in the corner. He looked at Jordan.
“Should we?”
“Shouldn’t we toss first?”
Eoin cracked as he rose. He positioned the wheelchair at the
side of the bed.
“Going to annoy the nurses,” Jordan coughed into a paper
carton. “What about the toss?”
“I think this can be the one exception.”
7
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24.
“When? Eoin asked.
“Two days ago.” Jordan gulped, biting his finger.
“Before?”
“No. Only this once.”
Neither spoke for five minutes.
“I’m sorry. I know it don’t mean anything now but I am.”
Eoin looked at his hands, Jordan’s knees shaking in his
peripheral. Eoin rose.
“I’ll talk to Millie.”
8.
“I told you it wouldn’t work.” Eoin watched the crows on the
fence. “Can’t eat them now.”
“Wait.”
The crows flew down, pecking at the fruit. One flew off and
another ate it on a plate of grass.
“See.” Jordan smiled and put his arm around Eoin. “I know
things.”
Eoin laughed, and they walked back inside, eating the bread.
68.
Eoin fiddled with the sixty-year-old twenty cent coin, waiting
his turn. He hadn’t paid attention to the service. Thoughts kept
returning.
Someone nudged him and he bypassed some knees as they
shifted to forty-five-degree angles. He adjusted the microphone,
not bothering to take out the little notebook he brought with
him. Nothing in it.
He looked out at everyone. Their partners. Their children. Their
families. Their friends. His mouth hardened as tears formed and
he cleared his throat.
“I knew I’d be stuck with Jordan for life when we were eight.
It all started with some avocados…”

8
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Into chiaroscuro
Sven Kretzschmar
Black-clad protesters to the left, to the right:
black riot police and fire-eyed dogs. Distant
crow-spots among stubbles.
Us in the brutal tension of the in-between –
a museal space no one can outpace, canvas walls
coming closer, a syringe needle drilling down
behind my kneecap, and school children swarming
out of a souvenir shop to the table
between chestnut, gun and chewing gum –
brown, solid, beer-drenched – and not meant to be
changed by uniformed sleeves. Screaming floor tiles
turn into a gully cover and we let ourselves drop
into the smelly damp darkness
of night pillows, then listen out for the number
of strikes the church bell sounds over fields
and treetops, through shutter slits.

9
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Fight
Cronan Saint Ronan Kobylak
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GORMLESS
Jake McAuliffe
‘This toothache will have me dead soon,’ I say.
The human receptionist tells me I am fretting.
I don’t know this man from Adam, this man telling me
things about me. Telling! He is new––I attend this dentist
frequently enough to know. He hasn’t worked here long enough
to know I know. An interesting social dynamic, if a bit one-sided.
Very interesting. Have you noticed the word ‘sting’ is nestled
inside of ‘interesting’? And it’s true as well that if something is
interesting, it should sting the brain. Dagger the matter. As an
example: grey brain matter, scientists have learned, is next to
useless in a vacuum, that is to say ‘by itself’, which I learned
from an S&T pamphlet in The Times, which I found abandoned
on a gummed bus seat, which I was riding to attend Sheila’s baby
shower, who didn’t want the child, initially, who also begged me
for advice re: termination at a gas stop outside Memphis, which
I parroted from a column in The Boggler, written by a spinster
with misplaced opinions on war crimes, who was in fact my
sister, who had been ten years estranged from me by that point
in time.
Anyway, I am not ‘fretting’, Mr. Receptionist. In this
instance, of all instances, I have reason on my side. There is
a damn donkey in the dentist’s chair. A damn donkey! And I
don’t use that term in a derogatory fashion, it is animalia, a
literal species distinction––you’ll notice I did the same with the
receptionist, but you didn’t think anything risqué of it then––
and this damn donkey has on a garment, a sort of dental frock,
an apron fastened with golden clasps, hanging a shroud of
aquamarine from its bulging neck and I think this! is the day I
die. God, in his wicked design, deigned me to die ‘neath hoof.
The sweats start. Back first, then feet. This summer I
have never been better, temperature-wise. I have mastered the
pores of my own skin through meticulous experimentation of
various big retail brands of anti-perspirant in combination with
local handmade soaps and airy clothing. People like how I smell
and that is no accident. It is brutally achieved. The donkey in
the dentist chair reduced me to a wet, gormless thing in seconds.
That common state of mine: reduced.
11
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I take a chair in the waiting room, efforting to normalise
the situation. On usual dentist visits, I wait and read the generous
paper spread until the dentist barks my name, giving me a silly
wooze of feeling interned, like it is a prisoner game being played
and I am the captive. Would the donkey honk me in? What if I
misinterpret the beast?
In search of distraction, I pull the closest newspaper to
me––The Equity, dated from one year ago. The odds! My very
first column was printed in this precise issue. My first and last,
of course. There is obvious and wretched sibling rivalry to be
conjured from this fact, given my sister’s occupation––but bear
in mind, publishing a single column is far sexier than hundreds.
My sister has had her thoughts splayed and exhumed in ink
for years. But my sister’s sister, me, has one thought piece––a
provocative thought experiment on adultery in the suburbs.
There is a savage mystery to the one-hit wonder, and it drips off
me like red paint, marking a trail of ellipses in my wake. I am
desired, yes.
But Lord, I was confused on publication day! That
morning, one year ago, I had the print in hand and it should
have evoked pride or giggles or anything. But I read it through,
every letter and every space, and felt nothing. Then I read it
again. Then twice more. It was just, I don’t know, ho-hum? Like
how when you visit some ancient and erotic European city, and
despite the splendour of the place, the first taste you get is some
schlocky station where the trains sleep. As a first timer, I was in
the journalistic equivalent of Arrivals. My piece even split the
page-space with Gerry Wrack, famous toppler of the East Bay
shipping cartel––but it was not enough. This hurt because I have
always wanted to be a writer and I have always wanted to write
this piece. I told my mother, via dial phone where her ridden
lungs filled the line, I told her ‘this is the best thing I’ve ever
done’ and it was true, but still. So, no, I don’t like to remember
this publication day. In fact, I would rather forget it.
I am writhing, then, in the waiting room. But before I
plant down The Equity for the last time, I see a poem opposite
my piece I had completely missed. The poem is wedged between
Dr. Hodgins’ vacation notice (two weeks in the Maldives) and
‘Woodworks at Shawville Fair’ (school children have a chance to
win prizes for wooden lamps and wooden gun racks). The poem is
writ small with light ink, like the editor had been coerced. Like
12
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the editor wanted the poem printed yet hidden.
a postmodernist falls
nothing means anything, true,
and then I think about you––
The donkey honks. The receptionist looks to me.
‘Fuck you all,’ I very nearly say.
‘He’s waiting for you,’ the receptionist purrs.
I take to my feet and leave the dentist’s office.
Yes! I leave, I depart, I fuck off.
I would not be subjected to having an ass root in my mouth.
I would take lunch in a café modelled after one of those night
cafés in Paris, where the bathroom mirrors are people-sized. I
would make use of the absurd mirrors. I would reach my steady
fist into my own mouth and solve the toothache myself. I would
rip out something gummed between the mandibular left third
molar and the mandibular left second molar, right back there,
with a bathplug pop. I would hold it up to the spotlight. I would
read the sentence that had clogged my gums, the words that got
stuck and inflamed my whole face. I would place the words on
the floor of the hyperwhite bathroom. I would pull out more and
more words from the quarry in my mouth. I would be surprised
at the sheer amount of words hidden back there. I would marvel
at how old they were, how much sense they made when laid
out. I would be relieved, ultimately. I would take lunch and eat
with comfort. I would step into Equity HQ and request my own
column. I would write well and deserve the space between the
letters. I would ask Gerry Wrack for his advice re: investigative
journalism and toppling hegemonies. I would find meaning in
there somewhere, in all of it, in some warm pocket of existence,
there’d be something for me. I would do all of this. I really would.

13
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Ginny and the Cockerel
Cronan Saint Ronan Kobylak

14
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Pine Needle Fires 2
Stephen Guy Mallett
Confute the traffic sign with signification,
≠ speak, with the unassuming eyes
of a few letters, the H of an accident
dropping line on gravestone line,
the smokebreak of the common Q.
Marking this purple-gray-grey gradient
holding one night sky above other night
skies, one fist aloft, the misinterpreted
fist yesing here and noing there,
the student driver unfolding like reeds
in the rice-paper wind.
Do not know which is
haze, which is fog.
Impose discriminatory beauty standards
upon each line I break
and upon their senses.
Think it’s too late for words to find a cure
for cancer, so I’ll pass
the baton to you, heart of my own heart.

15
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Open Source Corollaries 2
Stephen Guy Mallett
I didn’t learn anything today.
Men died in an on-fire country,
I couldn’t pronounce the name,
but the photographic limbs bent
in the same directions as mine,
here, like this and the wind was
		
on fire, there,
the paper made
no mention of the woman,
nor their death, I forget her
name now. I forget the scent of her
scarf, the red-blue weight in wind,
I nap leaning upright, the angle
my father coaxed me into.
I water the rained-on plot of mint,
I hum to it, fruit
flies crowd around the tomato’s equator.
Gorging on window air,
we can see her voice, that if we close
our eyes or fixate on our respective
		
socks, then the paper
can speak back to us, a commune of news
like every fox and foxhound can,
like the signal range for my plastic
cells. I tape the page to the face
of the fridge at eye-level.

16
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Purple Soil
Bláithín Hughes
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Love Triangle
Bernard Pearson
My aunt who smoked Sobranie cigarettes
Through a Shagreen sheathed holder
had seven skins.
On certain Tuesdays
When the moon sang,
And the clocks bent to her will,
She would sit beneath a magic pyramid
Shedding each scaley veneer
Upon her boudoir floor.
Then watch as one by one,
The skins turned back
Into her lovers
And bade her farewell,
As they crawled on all fours,
Down the Edgeware Road .

18
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Confetti
Emily Anna King
0:57
You aren’t the Ireland I fell in love with two years ago
That Ireland had an aquamarine smile etched with dimples
hands warmed by black tea
encouraging me to run my palms over braided mulberry
patterns on wool sweaters
We swam in salt waves under rainbow mist dissolving into
brilliant orange and white sunsets
piercing through like a favorite childhood memory
You and your saltwater cigarette cologne—
Laughter boisterous and urgent like the passerby
Teeth flashing against neon stained signs
Florist
Old Oak Pub
Penny’s
Maher’s
You offer me everything except my family
6,000 miles away
I know I have to lean into you
Against pastels chipping
Coffee with a side of street music
Beamish under colored lights Four star pizza and greasy boxes
Cheese and onion Tatos that taste like pringles
Tapas and tiramisu
Tell me these will cure homesickness before the fever falls
You take me by the gated park blooming
with red and purple petals,
littered with drunks overdrawn from betting debts on the idea
19
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that their beards won’t be as shabby tomorrow
and the Fountain—
We swear it feels at home
catching raindrops, holding wishes
without anyone but the concrete and gravity to reciprocate
You ask if I still like the same kinds of music
insisting on singing any 2010 banger at the top of our lungs
I do find it funny
and yes,
I already know the lyrics to Sweet Caroline
1:07
You’re right,
the brew tastes better made by hand
bought from Maher’s
handpicked from glass jars
filled with pink speckled herb blends and
coffee beans colored with earth tones
golden brown, chocolate, amber
I ask for the darkest roast with the strongest flavor
In the kitchen, the filter feels like weathered velvet,
coffee grounds look like sunflower pollen as water runs through,
hot condensation forms along the edge of a porcelain mug
I think of you as the floral notes sing and warmth fills my chest
deepening into dark roast bitterness
softened by streetlights in river waves
1:08
You ask me if I feel at home but instead of finding an answer
I find myself absorbed into the currents of the river
outside the window
making small whirlpools
drawing circles with fallen leaves
parted by swans floating by moss covered stone
20
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cracked open by wildflowers I recognize
Someday, I’ll come home to the blue green soul in the West
by the cliffside, I’ll bring enough coffee for two
I’ll bring the flowers back home
1:18
You notice my playlists have more happy songs than they used
to and laugh when I tell you modern country reminds me of
jiujitsu
What? Why?
These same songs would play on the radio every night I went!
It was the only station that didn’t crackle.
Somehow a song called “Sad About It” is the happiest one
you’ve heard in weeks
You swear it’s the violin
and dance in the kitchen
1:19
We try not to spill coffee on my book left on the table
You ask me if my old stories hold up to Cork
It’s been two years and
I still want you to read something by Roberto Bolaño
He’ll make purple wildflowers blooming through algae soaked
stone appear in your palms sweet and dripping with liquidized
nostalgia and tell you about philosophy. You’ll hang onto every
word until your fingernails bleed and still you’ll be smiling
because his turn of phrase shifts something within you even
more than music.
I can’t compete with Bolaño.
In any case, he told me to write this to you unhindered by
thematic concerns.
Keep it surreal and unpredictable.
21
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1:41
By the river, you point to the swan with one hand, Tesco bags
in the other
Even in the rain, you keep a light on outside
You say we’ll get a bus to the sea
And I believe you
1:43
I don’t miss you anymore
when I’m with you
and I know it’s paradoxical because it’s you, it’s still you,
only more of you
You do have the same dimples and when you grin it’s still a
little crooked but—
I’m starting to love these new pieces of you falling like confetti
into my life

22
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Freedom
John Mackey

23
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An insoluble pancake
Sarah Long
A fern cries out to be painted. To be doused and dripped in oil.
I have thought about the fern all day. In truth, I have thought
about the fern all night. I normally soak my glue primer in cold
water, in a glass jar, so last night I went to the big, plastic,
blue, bin with the redtop and swung it back with a clatter. I
had my headphones in and I actively dislike my neighbours. I
put my hand in but I couldn’t reach the residue of jars thinly
lining the depths of the bin. I lean further in and then further
again still. The smell of the hot, sweaty, plastic bin and old,
sticky, wine bottles reaches my nostrils, but I endure in the
name of the fern... I couldn’t find a glass jar so I swung the lid
back - gentler this time because the fern tells me to love thy
neighbour.
I took a tin of beans from the kitchen press and emptied the
sticky, sweet contents into a round, red bowl and covered it
over with a clingfilm. I popped the bowl in the fridge, at eleven
o’clock at night, telling myself I will eat the whole bowl of beans
tomorrow. I rinsed out the tin removing the sticky, jammy parts
that cling to the steel ridges of its inside and then I filled the tin
with cold water from the tap. Usually, I struggle to take the lid
off my big, white, round, plastic container so that when I finally
get it to snap off glue granules spring out and sprinkle the
countertop. This night is no different. I used to know exactly
the measurement I should use to create this primer. I had a
special bright, pink, plastic baking-spoon I used to measure
but now I just do it by eye; by gut; by general instinct and
fecklessness. I put the tin on the windowsill but not before I
folded up a piece of white kitchen towel and put it underneath.
I’ve never understood why this solution always manages to seep
out of the tin and create a congealed circle wherever it settles. I
go to sleep and dream of ferns.
In the morning I go and look and rejoice that my measurements
have created the mixture. The white kitchen towel has a gluey
entrail of a circle indexed in it. The clungy-looking splodges
have settled to the bottom of the jar, heavy; while last night
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they sat sprinkled atop a sea of water. I have no lid for the
container, so I place a sheet of tinfoil over the tin and I bung
the tin in the boot of my old Doc Martens that I managed to
break the back of some years ago. This way the tin stands
upright and doesn’t spill on my way to studio.
I run across the road, banging up and down on the metal cattlegrid and eyeing up a hedgerow. I see the fern, the fern sees
me. I have a black plastic bin bag in one hand and steel-bladed
scissors in the other. Pontifically propped upward, with arms
open wide the fern declares ‘Let the children come to me’.
In the car I sing of ferns. Loud sing along melodies about ferns.
In traffic; stopped, I see a cloud that looks like a fern. My mind
wanders as my hands caress the spongy form of the steering
wheel and manipulate the hard plastic of the gear stick. I am
seated at the right hand of the fern.
Emerging from the fumes of the black, plastic bag, I unveil the
crucifix. I notice a green bug and a green insect suckling and
sleeping on the fern. Sometimes I have the good sense to source
some thin sheets of plastic from a recycling bin to protect the
floor. A lot of the time I forget and use sheets of newspaper to
save myself scraping the hardened, concrete gesso off the floor
- however this often has me peeling headline news off the back
of the canvas’s wooden stretcher. So sometimes I sacrifice my
future self to an evening of putting boiling water on the once
industrial, grey floor and attacking it with a scouring brush. I
often end up causing my hands to bleed from the intensity of
the act and blood and soapy water come together in communion
of the fern. Today however I have lined the floor with a plastic
film.
I boil water. I pour water. I stir water.
I put the tin in the plastic, grey basin and the heat slowly
moves into the tin. The clumps begin to disappear and fade
into a soup. Another round, plastic bucket is produced and my
unworthy hands struggle again to open it. A dust clouds the
air when I do. The whiting chalks around the inside of the tin
coating it. The heel of my palm bangs down on the tin until the
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coating loosens and I am able to shake it out into the water
waiting impatiently below. Once more I return and fill the
tin with the dust of limestones past and the coating and the
banging and the release occurs. The whiting enters the soup
and spreads out to investigate - my soup thickens to a stew.
Again, I return to the juices in my gut and sprinkle in some
whiting from a clenched fist. The powder, a thin veil on my
skin, swaddles my palm still. This time I have to get a spoon to
loosen the coat and there is a brilliant br i i inging noise as the
spoon rolls up over the tin’s ridged steel; creating music for the
fern.
A wide-handle, discount store, DIY-paint-brush has a wooden
handle that presses between my thumb and index finger. I
dip the brush into the primer stew and move it back and forth
along the canvas. Now I lay back on the floor and think of the
fern.
Once I have coated the canvas three times, I sit my bony ass on
the linoleum floor and press my head against the wooden door.
My knees are up, holding my bowl in place. The tinfoil has been
removed and I’m eating pasta, congealed cheese with a salty
tomato sauce; prepared the night before in communion with the
fern. My steel fork makes its way steadily through the large
clump of pasta and clinks and scratches to fork the last plops
of fusilli into my gob. I have my headphones in. The words of
the song are words of the fern. My fork clinks against my front
tooth.
I drive to my boyfriend’s house; we have sex; I think of the fern.
I go home and have beans on toast. The fern appears to me in a
dream.
In work, the fern entangles and ensnarls every customer.
Every hand is a frond, every smile is an upturned fiddlehead.
In darkness I return to studio. My body is tired from standing
in my thin-soled pumps on the hard tiled work floors, I quickly
kneel beside the canvas.
The fern has sprinkled all its secrets on top of my notebook and
stained it with a beautiful ochre. Oh I wish I could use that
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colour in my painting. I asked you all day yesterday to speak
to me. Now I’m on my hands and knees and I’m praying for the
fern but the fern is shrivelled, the conversation has had a small
death.
Do this in memory of the fern, says the paint.
Amen comes the refrain of the canvas.
The fork clinks against my front tooth.

Sontag, Susan, “The Artist As Exemplary Sufferer” Against
Interpretation and Other Essays, UK Penguin,
2009
O’ Brien, Flann, The Third Policeman, HarperCollins
Publishers, London, 2007
Hawkes, Jacquetta, A Land, HarperCollins Publishers, London,
2012
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Ada
Kenneth Cale
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VOYAGE OF THE ICEBERG

Australian Antarctic Territory, midsummer

S. C. Flynn

Now evening’s wearing midday’s face.
Our floating time capsule, sparkling and popping,
is shoving through the flimsy sea ice.
I now feel Gondwanan voices
simmering beneath my feet;
every rising bubble of air
that gouges our tall ship’s sides
carries off a puff of history.
The penguins dive one by one in the water,
hunting the fish that hunt the krill
that hunt the microbes around the iceberg.
This chain of life trails on behind
our slowly shrinking country
that drifts away from treaties
and out of reach of governments
towards a dissolving future.
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Nurturations of a Phoenix
Taylor Mullins
I don’t want to write a poem about May 24th of 2021.
I want to write a poem for all of the people
Who kept me alive after it.
I want to write a poem that speaks nothing
Of familial betrayal and running away
Slash getting kicked out,
Nothing of transphobia and hate speech,
Nothing of crying until my throat gargled
Around tears as hot and thick as fresh blood;
A poem made up of all of the moments
After the big fight, after the month of fighting,
After years of months of fighting with no
Resolution- only breaks;
Everything that came after my great escape,
After the speaker-call at the train station,
After crumpling down on the ricketting bathroom floor
And after stumbling into awaiting arms
Like a zombie awoken from sleep.
I want to write a poem about everything that happened
After those first few hours,
Amongst those first few weeks of heartache.
I want to write a poem about McDonald’s in Westside
before sundownMy girlfriend of six years and my best friend of eight
Distracting me with short jokes and gossip about old classmates.
I want to write a poem about Purdy the Cat
And the kisses she gave me when I felt all alone,
Her sand-paper tongue like a mother
Stroking a blanket against the cheek of her young.
I want to write a poem about a four a.m. Taskmaster marathon
Hosted over Zoom- one idiot balancing a laptop
On a cardboard box in the corner of someone else’s
Spare room, while the other paused for theorizing
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Over hypothetical gameshow battle plans every second or two.
I want to write a poem about the mother of my friend
Who, when I cried in her arms, welled up with me,
Squeezed me tight and wished me luck on my way,
Told me that this was the start of an adventure.
I want to write a poem about the courtyard of Westwood
apartments
Where I scream-laughed at two a.m.Waiting on laundry with a girl I’d known
For a handful of hours and a boy
I’d known for most of my college years.
I want to write a poem about his hot, German housemates
That left my mouth agape more than once
And the prawns he insisted I tried.
I want to write a poem about the time
We stayed up until five in the morning
Telling each other tragic backstories and masturbation fantasies.
I want to write a poem about our laughter
That echoed down the hall unbeknownst to us both,
His internet shopping history that made me flushed
And how hard I hugged him when I had to say goodbye.
I want to write a poem about two hills high in Glenn Dara
And the family of strangers that made me feel safeMama, on the couch, stuffing pillows and
The tricoloured kitten doing flips at her feet.
I want to write a poem about the quiet boy
Who asked about my hunt for a job each time
He passed in the night,
The girl I met only once
Who taught me the ropes of budgeting food
And the friend who gave me a room.
I want to write a poem about Studio Ghibli movies with raccoons
And a crooked kitchen table in low light,
About a purple, cotton blanket
And pasta bake prepared for whenever I found my way home.
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I want to write a poem about 20 Lower Canal Road
in the first week of JuneLounging in a freshly-bought towel from the Penney’s
round the corner
And watching my girlfriend, who had been through it all,
Every step of the way,
Rest her back against the fuddy floral curtains
Of my very first place.
I want to write a poem about my future mother-in-law
Who worked Dolmio sauce jars into her weekly food shop
And sent me the biggest bag of pasta she could find.
I want to write a poem about fuzzy legs
Entangled with smooth, my lover’s face
At rest as we whispered sweet nothings
In the creeping afternoon glow.
I want to write a poem about the last time we spoke
When she told me, she’d die for me
And it meant something
Because dying was an inevitability she wished to avoid at all
cost,
And I, in that moment,
Decided that I’d live
And it meant something
Because….
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Baby, Don’t Cry

(cw: domestic violence, death, self-harm, body horror)

Megan Cannella

Pat found herself the mother of four. It was supposed to
be three, until her husband convinced her that you can still be
a good Catholic and use the rhythm method. She would have
preferred that it had been none.
The husband drank, which led to yelling, which led to
fighting, which led to tears. Hers, her daughters’, her husband’s
as he apologized himself into a blackout and pissed himself.
Somewhere along the line, Pat started keeping tissues up her
sleeve. She could wipe her girls’ tears without being accused of
babying them. If she wasn’t reaching for the box of tissues, she
could hold her husband’s face with care and wipe away the tears
he’d never remember. Reaching for the box was defeat. He’d hit
it away from her. Sometimes, he’d miss the box and just hit her.
She kept tissues wadded up in her sleeve. With four kids,
there was always a runny nose or grubby hands. By the end of
the night, her sleeves were empty. Pat dried her own tears on
those empty sleeves.
As her kids got older and cried less, Pat developed
allergies. Her adult daughters chided her for continuing to see
an allergist who seemed to offer no relief. Pat shooed away their
concerns, teased if she didn’t have allergies, what would she do
with all these tissues up her sleeves?
After the husband’s stroke, he used Pat to steady him.
Why would you need a walker when you have a wife? The
doctors and her daughters worried Pat would get hurt when
the husband hung on her arm, attempting to transfer his pain
and deterioration onto Pat’s small frame. Pat shooed away their
concerns. She filled her sleeves with more tissues. They were
extra soft tissues, lotion added.
During the husband’s many hospital stays, Pat sat vigil.
She didn’t eat or ask questions of the doctors or comfort her
husband. She waited. Her kids would buy her a tuna melt each
night on the way home from the hospital. She would only eat half
of the sandwich and four fries--one for each child--even though
she hadn’t eaten anything all day. Her kids never noticed. They
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had kids of their own and work and a dying father to worry
about.
Despite her pale, wan face, one might actually say she
looked healthy, robust, thriving. By the time the hospital priest
was reading the husband his last rites for the third time, Pat was
too big to fit in the hospital room’s visitor chair.
After one more last rites ceremony, Pat was widowed.
The doctor declared the husband dead from the hallway. Pat was
taking up too much space in the hospital room to allow anyone
else in. Earlier that week, the husband’s roommate had to be
transferred to another floor, to make room for Pat.
At the funeral, Pat had grown too big for her daughters to
get close enough to comfort her. No one knew what to do with the
husband finally laying silent and Pat unavoidable.
Her youngest daughter walked up to the casket and
started to cry. At her daughter’s first grief-filled hiccup, Pat
pulled a tissue from her sleeve. She gave a tissue to each of
her girls. Her muscle memory started passing tissues to all the
mourners. She grew smaller by the tissue. By the time she had
passed tissues to every mourner in the old, drafty church, she
was naked. Her clothes too stretched out by tissues to hang on
her boney frame in their absence.
For the first time, her daughters saw the bruises on Pat’s
arms and stories Pat had carved into her stomach rather than
speak aloud. Pat would have winced or tried to cover herself if
the scarring weren’t so intertwined and illegible. The girls cried
at the sight of their mother so worn and haggard. Without more
tissues, Pat started to peel off pieces of her tissue thin skin.
Her daughters tried to protest. Pat shooed away their concerns,
which made them cry even harder until they were freely pulling
Pat apart to dry their tears.
Those in attendance would comment on the beautiful
service and the selfless mother comforting her children. On their
way home from the church, Pat stayed in the car while her eldest
daughter ran in to pick her up a tuna melt. That night, Pat ate
the full sandwich and all her fries, all except four--one for each
child.
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INSIDE THE MIRROR
Angela Gardner
I haven’t given enough attention
to winter. how it thieves.
bare branches
lamps still lit, a window as it frames
snow clouds.
in small adjustments
the fallen
snow pink in the sun, blue in shadow.
cormorants fly just above the surface
as night gives way, sleepless
toward the light.

SMALL-WATER
Angela Gardner
where gaunt
haunts thin trees late-clothed and opening.
I’ve been half so long ago in a mussel-dark
brine-cold blue-black hit to the face.
heads bow our light to the eyes
as wind-push remakes the struggling rain.
I tumble back through windows of air
turned to Styrofoam.
nothing basalt can erode
worn in bones and stones, unwanted all.
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Writing Back To Yeats
Attracta Fahy
Eight years old, already knowing
I was estranged
from the world, I read these lines:
‘Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.’
In the new graveyard
on my knees I read 3D lettering at the foot
of a modern slab, granite headstone,
replacing the Celtic cross.
My reaction to words touched a place
words can’t reach, and something happened.
I kept repeating the lines, wondering who wrote
words resonating a language I knew,
but couldn’t articulate, words awakening
me to a longing for the unknown.
I looked out across the horizon as if someone
was watching, pink cloud lined with silver
mirrored a young romantic, nostalgic yearning.
Walking home I kept reciting,
then asked my mother,
She said, ‘those words are familiar.’
My father enjoyed my adventure
searching books for the poet who wrote
lines carved into my soul.
Two years, fourth class homework.
The teacher handed a poem
to learn by heart,
‘That’s it’ I said excited, ‘my poem,
that’s my poem!’
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It’s W.B. Yeats, he said.
I’d found a one line portal
to another world;
Tread softly, you said, and I did until
I saw you years later appear in the sky
clouds shaping into your face
beckoning me to write.
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Portrait of Bobo
Enda Burke
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Angelina
Enda Burke
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Deirdre Sleeping
Enda Burke
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The Lad from Leitir Móir
Tiernan Bines
Shure I don’t care for poetry,
Or the need for enunciashun,
All I care for is GAA and God,
A false emancipashun.
Shure I don’t care for books,
They only set me mind,
To things I can’t bare thinking of,
Like Bertie Boyles behind.
Shure I don’t care for words,
Or emoshun all that much,
For all I have are sweet desires,
I’ve bottled up as such.
Shure I don’t care for nothing,
And nothing cares for me,
I told ya I don’t care for nothing,
Feck off and leave me be.
Shure I don’t care for poetry,
Except alone in bed,
Emoshun overpowers me,
And I say shure I don’t care instead.
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A Village City
Tiernan Bines
Grey skies,
Grey waves,
Grey rocks,
Smiling face.
Late nights,
With crusty hippies,
Early mornings,
Go ocean dipping.
Buskers sing,
The seagulls too,
Lurches dance,
Beneath the moon.
A village city,
A couple of roads,
People born,
Here grow old.
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A Cottage in Furbo
Rebecca D’Arcy
As I listened to the rooster crow, I thought about my best friend
from primary school. Her name was Margaret, and she was so shy
she once wet herself in class because she was too embarrassed to
put her hand up to ask the teacher ‘an bhfuil cead agam dul go dtí
an leithreas?’. She had a pretty little china doll face and a shock
of frizzy curls. My granda thought it was hysterical to call her
‘Bubbles’ and watch her turn puce with mortification every time
she came to our house to play. We lived with my grandparents
then, in a council house in Swords. Mam and I slept in a bunk bed
in the girls’ room, me on the bottom and her on the top. My uncle
had a room all to himself – Noel Junior’s Room - because he was
‘the boy’. I remember the pink psychedelic floral wallpaper in the
girls’ room as though it were pasted to the back of my eyelids.
It was the 80s when Margaret and I played Sindys and Barbies
in that room, but the wallpaper was a hangover from the 70s a time when my mam and her sisters wore outlandishly flared
flares and hitchhiked to Bay City Rollers’ concerts in town. By
the mid-eighties they wore blouses and sensible skirts, permed
their hair, and got the 41 bus to their jobs as typists in city centre
solicitors’ and accountants’ offices.
Margaret was a brilliant artist. I used to bribe her to draw
pictures for me – her delicately sketched charcoal horses in
exchange for my purple Snack. I think I got the better end of
the deal. I wonder what she’s doing now. Hopefully not working
in a call centre like so many of the other girls I knew at school
who went to art school or studied English and were too brittle
and sensitive to be teachers. As I recalled that profound shyness
she carried, I thought about how powerless we can be, or how
powerless we can make ourselves in certain situations. And I
realised that this was my predicament. I was powerless, and
worse still, I had taken that power away from myself. But now
I was ready to wake up, to put my hand in the air and claim the
attention I deserved.
As I swung my legs out of bed, my body raised its first objection
of the day. The sudden movement was a rude awakening for
the slumbering baby in my belly, and a violent wave of morning
sickness was my payback. I remember mam telling me once that
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when she was pregnant with me, towards the end, she bought
an inflatable mattress and put it on the floor of the bathroom
so she could snatch some sleep there in between the eruptions.
I’m actually only twenty weeks pregnant but it looks like the
sickness will be an ever-present feature of my pregnancy, just as
it was for my mother. I reminded myself to count my blessings
then, remembering poor Charlotte Bronte who had died from
morning sickness.
I made it to the bathroom with just enough time to wedge myself
into the narrow space between the sink and the toilet, making
myself as comfortable as possible. When it was over, I splashed
some water on my face and brushed my teeth vigorously. I
swirled some caustic-tasting mouthwash around my mouth and
glanced at my reflection. The skin on my face had a greenish
tinge. I work as a receptionist in a gynaecology practice, which
feels kind of apt at the moment, but I can’t help but wonder what
kind of advertisement I am for pregnancy to all those bright-eyed
women coming in to have their coils removed. All I wanted was
to crawl back into bed, to feel the cool, crisp cotton against my
feverish skin, to close my eyes and surrender to sleep. But I knew
I needed to act. If I waited until later today or even tomorrow, I
knew I would lose my nerve. It had to be now.
By the time I had donned my pregnant lady uniform of black
leggings and captious tunic, I was beginning to feel a little better. I
knew that lunch was scheduled for 12:30, I had made the booking
weeks ago, so I’d have to get a move on if I wanted to make it
into town by then. The mists shrouded the fields and concealed
the view of the Clare hills across the bay as I drove into Galway
city. The journey only took thirty minutes, but it always relaxed
me. The glimpses of the water to my right, the stone walls and
cottages, intermingled with the modern compound-like houses
that had been built more recently. In Furbo I always stole a peek
at a small 1950s cottage I coveted. It had been up for sale when
I first moved here three years ago, and I had entertained notions
of buying it and doing it up. Inevitably, someone else had bought
it but it still stood vacant and untouched. I wondered about the
person who had bought it. My council estate bitterness told me it
was some BMW driver from Dublin 4 looking for a quaint holiday
cottage: a second home, a spare. They had acquired it then swiftly
deserted it, leaving it adrift and unkempt, gazing out forlornly at
the quixotic Connemara landscape.
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The traffic was heavy as I got closer to the city. The closer I got to
the restaurant the more my resolve seemed to fail. Lunch was in
Aniar – only the finest. The only place he’d ever taken me was a
mid-range Italian down a dingy street full of mobile phone repair
shops, and even then, it was for an early bird. At five o’clock on
a Tuesday evening the restaurant had naturally been deserted,
save for one balding middle-aged man wolfing down a Carbonara
with a bottle of house white and addressing the waitress by her
first name. Dan said if anyone he knew saw us, he would claim
it was a working dinner. He’d even brought his laptop as a prop,
setting it up ostentatiously in the centre of the wobbly table.
I made it through the Saturday traffic and found a parking
space on Sea Road, outside one of those impossibly elegant
period houses. Back in Dublin, when I was in my twenties and
still knew nothing about how the world worked, I used to walk
past houses like these and imagine the day when I would live
in one, the one with the yellow door and enormous bay window
on Griffith Avenue. I was studying for my PhD in English at
the time, labouring under the illusion that I would graduate and
begin my career as a lecturer. Like I said, I knew nothing about
how the world worked back then. All the most beautiful houses
on Sea Road housed consultants’ clinics and solicitors’ practises.
I took a chance and didn’t bother to Pay and Display; this probably
wouldn’t take very long. I felt a bit wistful as I walked past Ernie’s
shop - if only this were one of those Saturday afternoons when I
would come into town for a mooch around the Westend, buying
overpriced tins of Italian tomatoes and rooting around in secondhand bookshops for hours at a time. I think I was beginning to
comprehend what my friends meant when they said everything
was simpler before you had children. Mine wasn’t even here yet,
not really, but she was making her presence felt, nonetheless.
Here she was, embedded in my body, lurking like a landmine
about to go off in the middle of a Michelin-starred lunch. But I had
to do this. I wasn’t going to be a second-generation single mother,
another statistic for the broadsheets to bash the reputation of
the working classes with. My daughter would have a father. Full
stop.
As I approached the table Dan did a double take as he forked
a generous helping of fluffy buttermilk pancakes into his open
mouth. His ears pinked and the blood rushed up the exposed
part of his neck, a beetroot-coloured contrast to the crisp white
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collar of his designer shirt. His fiancé and her mother and father
looked from Dan to me, quizzical but not alarmed. Dan looked
as though his fight or flight response had kicked into turbo mode,
rising out of his seat as though he were about to sprint from the
table, then checking himself, forcing himself to stand still and
act normal.
‘Joy!’ he almost squealed the syllable. ‘What an unexpected
surprise. What are you doing here?’ His entire head was puce
now, his hands maniacally twisting the cotton of the starched
white napkin he had forgotten to discard, as though the fabric
were my neck that he was wringing.
‘Hi Dan,’ I said, in a voice that sounded preternaturally loud as
it reverberated in my ears. I tried to whisper the next phrase,
but it seemed to boom even louder. ‘I just came to tell you you’re
going to be a dad.’
The road was blurred by my tears as I drove home. Out of the
corner of my eye I noticed a ‘For Sale’ sign in the overgrown
garden of the cottage in Furbo.
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The Claddagh #1
Taidgh Lynch
In the Claddagh, County Galway,
when a boy cried out he’d spotted a hare
as village fisherman set sail from the River Corrib,
the fleet clamoured home without
dropping a line. Here, they say,
let no ill omen come our way.
Steer clear of white cats, red-haired women,
and rats, before heading out to the cod.
Beware the Galway Hooker’s captain
who sets off without an oatcake,
salt, and ashes.
A black cat down a lane.
A crow cawing high over a boat—
blessings. An altar boy, rings a bell,
cues the consecration of the waters
round Mutton Island. Prayers cast
from a priest’s mouth usher in herring season.
The king of the Claddagh
flings his white sail into the wind,
signalling his subjects to follow.
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The Claddagh #2
Taidgh Lynch
Fishermen are baptised in the bay
with good Christian names—
Peter, James, John, Andrew.
Fifty Johns. Sixty or more Peters
enough to cause anyone a headache,
so they specify:
John the Cod, John the Eel,
Peter the Salmon, Peter the Mackerel.
Disciples in light-blue jackets,
breeches, and stockings
tread burdened with fish onto shore.
Their wives, Mary, Catherine, and Bridget,
whisk herring, deftly scale and gut.
Silver bream and cod tipped
onto cobblestones at the Spanish Arch,
glare at Galwegians and Scots
bargaining over baskets and barrels.
The wives of the Claddagh
with their few English words
other than, do you want to buy?
clutch their shawls, manage finances
where no gas lamps light evenings,
no water drips from a tap.
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The Claddagh #3
Taidgh Lynch
That May day, 1913, in Ireland’s oldest fishing village
before the thatched cottages were bulldozed
and the community re-zoned into a housing estate,
two French women in petticoats
and crisp linen, set foot into the Claddagh.
Rope Walk and Dog Fish Lane
far removed from the Arc de Triomphe
and the Eiffel Tower shining at dusk.
Marguerite Mespoulet and Madeleine Mignon-Alba
heaved a camera and glass plates,
on a mission to photograph
where the River Corrib empties into Galway Bay.
A trip dreamt up by a bald-headed banker
eager to spread the good news
of the Lumière brothers’ autochrome.
They spoke in smiles, colour exposure, and English.
Captured fishermen and women weavers,
on glass plates, blue cloaks, and red petticoats,
against white-washed limescale walls.
Fourteen-year-old, Main Ní Tuathail,
motionless for thirty seconds,
her black hair and crimson cloak gleaming.
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Work to Live
Amy Lauren
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I am.
Maezza Brathwaite Romero
I am six. My pink shoes dangle over the playset as I
scribble into my notebook. A friend sits beside me, a small toy
truck is clutched in his hand. He bashes it about while making soft
crashing sounds with his mouth. We’re sitting in a comfortable
silence, the sort of silence that’s rare for primary school children.
Soon, the bell goes. I savour the warm springtime sun
of Savannah, Georgia, for a moment longer, and then rise from
where I’m sitting. As I walk back with my friend, we chat about
books, my two new cats, the curry my dad had made over the
weekend, everything.
‘Pig nose!’ Someone suddenly shouts. I look up to see it’s
one of the class bullies. She marches towards me, lifts my nose,
makes an oink nose and then runs away. The rest of the class
erupts in giggles. I am mortified, and clutch my book closer to my
chest. I am called ‘Piggy’ for the whole year.
This is where it begins.
I am seven. My friends and I sit in a huddle at lunch. We
gossip about how the new girl likes someone already, how the
lunch ladies were rude, how strange it was that the first graders
got to dressdown, but we didn’t. We talk and talk until my friend
looks at me.
‘Why do you have a black nose?’ She asks, ‘It kind of
makes you look ugly.’
She pushes up my nose, ‘Pig.’ By now, this is a joke I’ve
grown accustomed to.
The other girls giggle. I try to laugh along, but it comes
out awkwardly. I begin to hate theblackness I see in the mirror.
I am nine. Someone asks me what I am, and I reply with
‘I don’t know.’ Another child grips for my hair. She begins to
play with it. As a result, the curls my mother had so patiently
untangled the night before slowly turn into an angry, loud bush.
‘Your hair is ugly,’ she comments as she undoes a spring.
‘It’s too black. Too black for you.’ I wear my hair up for the rest of
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the week to match the lightness of my skin.
I am eleven. We don’t have much money, but I ask my
dad if I can get my hair straightened. He gets one of our white
friends, who happens to be a hairdresser, to do it for a discounted
rate. My scalp burns as the iron glides through my hair, but I
hold a smile in the mirror. I smile because for the first time, I feel
beautiful. The next day, the white girls at school reward me with
compliments.
‘Much better.’
Another adds, ‘Now you don’t have that ugly bush on your
head!’
I cry that night in the shower. Under the water, that bush
returns. It’s winding and crinkly, angry and loud, nothing like
the silk press left from the iron, nothing I want it to be.
We move to California, and I welcome the change.
I am thirteen. A new friend sits beside me. Her head rests
on my shoulder.
She asks me, ‘Since we’re friends, can I say the n-word?’
I say nothing.
‘Half n--,’ she laughs, ‘That’s what you are.’
The rest of the school year I spend being asked for the
‘n-word pass.’
I am fourteen. I’m watching an advertisement on TV. A
child with an afro is pictured. The announcer condemns her hair.
‘This is too nappy.’ She begins. ‘You must try our relaxer.’
The screen shifts to show the same child, now with bone
straight hair. Prompted by the ad, I relax my hair soon after. I
don’t know if I feel beautiful this time.
We move to Ireland, and I welcome the change.
I am sixteen. By this point, my curls have returned. I go
out with a boy from a dating app. Before we say bye, he runs a
hand through my hair and shrugs.
‘You know,’ he begins, ‘I never thought I’d date a black
girl. Ever.’ He’s proud of himself, his multicultural, accepting
hipness.
I furrow my brow, and he raises his arms in defence.
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‘Nothing personal. It’s just not my thing. I usually don’t
find Black women attractive.’
His fingers get caught in my hair. He laughs.‘The hair. I
guess it’s too much.’
Shortly after this, I shave my head. The curls fall to the
floor around my feet, and I delight in watching them being swept
up, and thrown away.
‘It must feel nice,’ the hairdresser says, ‘not to have all of
that on your head.’ It does.
I feel like I’m free, though I end up mourning, not for the
loss of my hair, but for how much I hate my blackness.
I am seventeen. I tell my Irish boyfriend it’s time to meet
my parents.
‘I’m honestly scared,’ he says.
‘Why?’
‘Well, your dad is black. What if he attacks me?’ He
chuckles. He’s joking, but he’s not. He is noticeably timid around
my father. We break up soon after.
I am eighteen. I go clubbing with a friend whose skin is
a deep reddish-brown. ‘Hold my hand,’ he commands. ‘They’ll
assume I’m dangerous on my own.’
I continue doing this for the rest of the year. I don’t
question it; it’s how it is. It’s how it’s always been.
I am nineteen. I see George Floyd murdered in cold blood
on the street. The cop assumed this Black man was dangerous,
too. He gasps for air, shouting, ‘I can’t breathe!’ My breath halts
for him. My breath halts for the fear that it could have been my
father, my brother, my friends, under that same knee. I become
aware of the fact that I have always been black before I was me.
I am twenty. My new boyfriend, who is white, asks me to
meet his parents. On instinct, I put my hair up before we get to
the door. He stops me.
‘What are you doing?’ He asks.
‘It looks bad today.’ I lie.
‘Your hair looks beautiful. You know that.’ I don’t, but I
say nothing.
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‘You should keep it down. I want them to see it.’
He is the first man to say this to me and mean it.
I argue that it will be too much, too loud, too black, too
ugly, too me, but he insists.
I wonder what they might think. I deeply fear the rejection
I have been conditioned to expect. Keeping my hair down becomes
a topic of debate for us. It is a debate I learn to love it through.
I am twenty, and I stand naked before a mirror. Pride in
my hair. Pride in my face. Pride in my features. Pride in my skin.
Pride in my heritage.
I am today. I am.
And I am beautiful.
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Kindergarten
Kyle Vaughn
Always I fell to the ground or scraped
a knee or traded lunch for something sweet.
Buried an apple to see if it would grow.
Probably missing a tooth, my tongue
looking for its doorway. I wanted something
like wings, though didn’t know what to call them.
Something to bend light and wind, to deflect
the battering ram. I learned the primary colors, and
the secondary ones, put leaves of their kind in my pocket.
Like gold from some proverb my grandmother loved.
Something she said was necessary for the vegetable
and animal world. Something with earth. But I never
learned the secret of seeds. I learned how clay pots
ruin in the rain. And of course I demolished things—
classmates’ piles of stones, sugarcube castles.
Scissored the head off a cutout farmer and blamed
a mythological creature. There was nowhere the devil’s
rumble could be kept. The daydream went something like
my veins emptying into sleep, failing to be deaf to anger—
the quakes that disarranged the house. But I opened
the brass door of a girl’s hair, learned to disappear
on a horizon. I cut two holes in a box to be a gold droid.
Made a spacecraft out of thin air. First day of a journey
beyond this weird planet. I wouldn’t be cold out toward stars,
her eyes an antidote to deep space, her love note
pinned to my jacket like the flag of my homeland.
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Communion
Kyle Vaughn
That name trembles like a bell.
What it was to be young and
meet someone. Knowing them
is an attempt at forever, however
impermanent. Every voice
was alive, every bottle, a bottle
of wine. Evening in the yard,
a forge in which to learn
to turn language into a kiss.
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Doo Lough Mayo
Apoorva Shirolkar
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Cellophane Window
Catherine O’Brien
An augury of mercy
traverses the undulating terrain of
your childhood brow,
knitted with concern.
You clutch an envelope’s still life,
a girl created in your image,
self-portraiture but for a fickle hiccup of fate.
A world beyond your just and stain-free imagining;
moves my peacemaker in the making to tears.
The appeal to bestow charity
through a cellophane window sears through the urgency of now.
Never have I ever,
pastiched my experience with yours.
Together we discover our impoverished advantage,
our tenuous peacefulness,
an errant heartbeat from discord.
We talk of absent conflict in the hazy heat of a summer’s eve,
irrecuperable loss of innocence
when I think of it now.
Never have I ever cried in front of impending disaster
unabashed and unafraid.
Never have I ever fled from the spectre of conflict looming in my
rear-view mirror,
with bated breath and a bruised heart.
Never have I ever.
Ever have I ever
built our future.
Our future wherein meets the urgency of our here and her
there,
now.
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Dreams of nineteen
Grace Cumiskey
Walking through campus, there’s a clear sky I haven’t
seen in months. The gentle hum of students’ parting marks
the end of another day. I conclude that the glass cubes outside
the arts building don’t do themselves justice until they’ve been
penetrated by the sunlight. My hair is flying haphazard in all
directions across my face, but I’m just glad it’s not raining.
Last night I drank two Long Island iced teas and an hour
later I had lost everything in my purse – a Rimmel lipstick, fifty
euro, my campus living card and my phone. I got two of these
items back. I didn’t tell my mother. My friends found this quite
amusing, and to my amazement, so did I.
I’m going home for the weekend tomorrow but if the plans
got changed, I wouldn’t mind. A group of teenagers in ugly green
school uniforms with maps in their hands, pass me by. ‘The open
day’, I think to myself. That was me last year.
I remember the first time I came here with my Mum and
sister, during the most academic season of the year. Leaves of
auburn covered the edges of the president’s lawn. The whole
campus had a mellow haziness to it. Navigating the lecture
theatres was a job in itself, and we eventually had to give in and
asked for help. One of the volunteers pointed us in the direction
of ‘the big yellow thing’, in response to which we all looked at
each other in utter confusion. My sister fell asleep half-way
through the introduction to English lecture. She snored. It was
quite funny.
The quadrangle was my highlight. Leaves of purple and
wine draped the elegant walls and shook effortlessly in the cool
breeze. I felt like I was in Hogwarts or Harvard – I couldn’t decide
which. Either way, I loved it.
I walked the perimeter, sat on all the benches, and looked
up as though it would give me some sort of divine inspiration, or
knowledge the longer I stared. My sister made a bold statement
which I thought was improbable at the time ‘That’ll be you posing
there on your graduation day.’ I smiled to myself, tugged on my
drawstring backpack, looked up at the most beautiful building
my eyes had ever witnessed and thought ‘I have to go here
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next year’.
On the journey back to Leitrim, leaving the city and
entering the vast country, laden with stone walls and green
fields, I couldn’t help feeling as though I didn’t want to leave.
The day I got my leaving cert offers was a nerve-wracking
one. I knew I’d put the work in to get my course, but there was
still a hinge of doubt at the back of my mind– ‘what if the points
shoot up?’ The whole of sixth year consisted of me revising and
memorising copious amounts of information I haven’t recalled
once since the exams in June. It was tedious and I often found
myself revising my reasons for working so hard.
When the clock struck midday, I logged onto the CAO
website, typed in my password and there it was – GY111. Without
hesitation or consultation, I accepted straight away. ‘Well?’, my
sister asked, hovering around the living room in anticipation. ‘I
got in!’.
Everything after that moved so quickly and before I knew
it, I was packing my bags for Galway. It seemed I had my life’s
belongings in the boot of the Renault Clio we all learned to drive
in. I wondered how that little blue car kept going after all those
years, no one ever questioned it, and I had no intention to start.
My father’s twin came out to the house that morning
to say goodbye. He never married, and myself and my mother
always had a soft spot for him. She’d always make sure to cook
extra on a Sunday in case he’d come over. I came downstairs in
my pyjamas and saw him waiting at the bottom of the stairs. He
took a folded-up piece of paper out of his pocket and handed it to
me. I hugged him and could tell he was getting emotional. ‘Bye,
Grace,’ he said, closing the front door behind him. Tears welled
up in my eyes and I looked at my mother, who I realised was
crying too.
The car was feeling the strain of three passengers and
a boot packed to the brim as it struggled to make some of the
meandering country bends. The last of the August sunshine was
doing its best to blind us through the windscreen when Gerry
Cinnamon’s song ‘canter’ came on the radio. ‘This is the beginning
of the rest of your life….the realisation coming over your mind’.
It was upbeat and hopeful, and I couldn’t help but resonate with
it at that moment. I’m leaving this place behind me. This is the
beginning of a new chapter. Let’s make it a good one.
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Monday morning, 1st of September 2019 9:45 am.
Weather- lashing rain. Mood- suspiciously optimistic. Outfitmom jeans which are no longer flattering after putting on my
luminous green raincoat. Not exactly the look I was going for,
but necessary. I knew you were supposed to break in new shoes
before walking long distances, but my new pumas were just so
damn cute I had to wear them.
I took my phone out of my pocket as I walked the puddle
laden path to campus and took a snap of myself in my new habitat
with the caption ‘Welcome to Galway’. The rain was so miserable
it was laughable. I sent it to my sister, and she screenshotted it.
Before I’d even arrived on campus my heels were stinging, and
the back of my white ankle socks had become bloodstained.
I walked to the Bialann, (which luckily, I found easy
enough) to meet my mentor group which I had been assigned
via Watsapp. I took a seat on one of the grey plastic chairs and
smiled at the girl who I thought must be the mentor.
‘Hi, what’s your name?’
‘Grace.’
‘Oh, that’s my name too!’
I laughed, exhaling simultaneously.
I tried my best to make conversation with people in
the group, but none lasted more than a couple of minutes. We
started the tour of campus then, getting soaked along the way.
Within twenty minutes of the tour, it seemed as though people
had started forming groups, already laughing and exchanging
Snapchat names. How could that even be possible? College only
started like an hour ago…
When it was over, I made my way back to my dorm
deflated, heels stinging, wincing silently with each soggy step.
My jeans had turned a darker shade of denim. I scrambled for
the keys in my bag.
Inside, I removed the saturated clothes from my body, sat
on the side of the bed examining my heels that were now cut
raw, socks permanently stained. I brought plasters with me from
home, but no Sudocrem. I’d have to walk back to the chemist
later. I took a hot shower to make myself feel better, but it just
made my heels sting even more, and I started to cry.
There was a gym-membership deal on for students during
the first week of college. I decided that joining a gym would be
a sensible, normal thing to do; a hobby in case I got bored and
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an excuse to eat chocolate. The woman at reception had the look
of someone who utterly hated her job. She stared at me as if to
anticipate an act of clumsiness while I beeped my student card,
stepping through the metal turnstile bars. The first class I tried
was called ‘body balance’. I chose it because all the others seemed
to either involve barbells, or too much cardio for my liking. It
seemed like the safest option. It lasted 30 minutes and the mats
were overly spongey with no grip.
That night I woke with a throbbing sensation in my left
wrist. When I turned the light on it looked red and swollen, and
it became difficult to bend or move. I considered walking to A&E,
but it was two in the morning in the midst of fresher’s week when
I should be walking home from a night out, not walking alone in
my pyjamas at 2 am in search of medical attention. My wrist
continued to throb. For a split second, I began to consider the
possibility that I’d developed rheumatoid arthritis in my sleep.
I decided I’d go to the doctor in the morning if it was still sore. I
took two Panadol and cried myself to sleep.
I remember how I felt in that first creative writing class.
We sat in chairs that were attached to those fold-up tables in a
class with half the amount of people I was used to. Mike entered
the room and one of the first things he said was ‘By the end of
this class I want everyone to have spoken.’ At that moment I
wanted nothing more than to run out of the room.
My classmates were articulate and well-read. They spoke
of books I hadn’t read and writers I’d never heard of. They
spoke of the magazines their work had been published in and
the moments they realised they wanted to become writers. They
spoke with confidence and charisma; I spoke in the hope that
soon I’d be allowed to stop. My turn was getting closer. I wasn’t
sure if I even wanted to be a writer. I knew I liked writing, and
the feeling I got after reading something good, but right there
and then I felt like an imposter who was in way out of her depths.
When it came to my turn I spoke slowly, introducing myself and
said that my favourite book was ‘The Great Gatsby’.
‘We’re doing more shots!’ Leya pays for two shots of
Sambuca with her debit card, sliding one over to me. A little
clear liquid spills onto the sticky bar.
We glance at each other, a cheeky grin plastered on
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her face. Her teeth are like the ones you’d see on a toothpaste
commercial, perfectly white and flawless. I remember the first
time we met. She was so quiet and reserved. I suppose I was too.
Now, look at us. She was the devil on my left shoulder, and I
loved her for it.
My mind is too hazy to argue so I down it. The aniseed
sweetness burning the surface of my tongue. I’ve lost count of
how much I’ve had to drink. This has become normal for me
lately.
She hands me another shot of sambuca I didn’t even
notice her ordering.
‘Leya! I’m going to end up in A&E if I drink anymore!’
‘And I’ll be right there with you.’
I smile and hand the bartender another tenner.
‘Don’t tell your mom about me.’, she says, watching me
down the shot.
I laugh.
‘College is the time for making bad decisions.’
After, people swarm around the tills of Supermac’s,
hungry for their weekly dose of salty chips and pizza to soak up
the damage. Boys slide into booths, chatting a little louder to
cover up the background noise. They say things they wouldn’t
usually say, sometimes sweet; sometimes insulting, sometimes
with good intentions; sometimes not. I think of an arrogant guy
who sat next to me one night uninvited telling me my chosen
course was ‘wishy-washy’. There was a time when a teacher in
my school told me the same thing and I didn’t completely disagree
with him. But by now, I had come attached to my course and the
people who work hard inspiring us to pursue it.
‘How dare you discriminate my chosen career path!’
Looking back on it now, I could’ve used a better word than
‘discriminate’, because well that didn’t really make any sense.
‘Insult’ probably would’ve been more fitting, but I was slightly
intoxicated so it was the best I could do at the time. Nevertheless,
I got my point across. Turns out he was studying journalism.
JOUR-NAL-ISM. I have nothing against journalism majors
but if we’re taking sides here in terms of career prospects, I’d be
putting my efforts into books, not newspapers.
The queues in Supermac’s that night were too long and
our stomachs too wobbly to have an appetite for pizza. We got a
taxi back to our accommodation where Leya took potato waffles
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and chicken nuggets out of the freezer. She put them in the oven
for what must’ve been less than five minutes. My waffle was pale
and defrosted. I played with it on the plate, separating each of the
squares evenly with my fork. She squirted ketchup on her plate
and bit into one of the chicken nuggets. ‘I’m definitely gonna get
food poisoning from this like!’
Here is where girls who wear flats instead of high heels
walk along cobbled paths on nights out; where students form
double lines on the Salmon Weir bridge as they make their way
into town. Where people’s reality of college life is either a lot
better or a lot worse than they once expected it to be. Where a
tolerance for alcohol gets higher and standards lower.
This is the place where pubs play songs by The Cranberries
and The Two Door Cinema Club. You sing them loud with your
friends because you know all the words. Here is where boys with
glints in their eyes take your hand on the dance floor and spin
you around and into their arms. Here is where I became best
friends with a girl who stole a red velvet rope from a bouncer one
night, using it to reel a boy she liked closer to her chest, while I
stood in amazement at the audacity that ran wild within her.
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Abandoned
Emma Muldoon Ryan
If I reused the stents in my heart to build myself a boat,
The same stents that keep my heart from breaking,
Would they buckle under this enormous pressure
you’ve abandoned me with?
If I were to squeeze the tear soaked memories from my pillow
case
I could fill a pond, or a river, or an ocean,
Some volatile liquid to use as transportation.
After all,
These memories have gotten me so far down this hole,
Can you even see me anymore?
Will I sail too close to the sun?
Or will I be revolted by its colour?
A stale reminder of you.
A fiery ending to the kindled flame I had believed to be
everburning.
I called out from the other room
Asking if our fire was still lighting.
While answering it is,
you quenched it so subtly
I did not realise you had put on the heating.
If another came to my door
To ask for my hand,
I would decline.
If he came to shake my hand,
I would refuse it.
Because I refuse to shake hands with another man
with an empty promise.
So, tell me,
What do you say to a girl who is bleeding from the two vital
organs that make her a woman?
Or would you abandon that question too?
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The Scrotum of Knowledge
Aimee Godfrey
For Katelyn O Neill

Sir,
Just one more question, if I may?
Or,
it’s really more of a comment,
than a question.
You don’t mind, do you?
You fancy yourself Fionn McCumhaill,
a bright and true hero for the ages,
blessed anorgst mere mortals.
A leader in your field
by birthright and provedence,
(or else the depth of your father’s pockets)
So what you’re saying is, and,
please forgive me if I’m paraphrasing,
if I want to know
what it feels like to know everything
then I should just
suck it and see?
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Sacraments
Shaun O Ceallaigh
“...go in peace.”
Father Mike Comdon turned his back on the hushed
congregation and bowed to the tabernacle. Two altar girls in
tow, he walked down the steps and made his way along the
central aisle, passing scattered parishioners on either side. He
stopped at the main doors, waited, then proceeded to shake
hands with each person filing by.
Saturday-night mass, the busiest of the week, attracted a
younger crowd – young families and the like. He enjoyed the
service, although the usual old biddies still attended, cornering
him and unloading their gossip.
The two altar servers handed out newsletters, and when the
last worshipper left, the three celebrants returned to the
sacristy and removed their vestments. Naturally enough, the
girls acted subdued. No doubt, once they got away, their giddy
energy would kick in. He remembered being much the same,
not long ago, around his own parish priest.
Both girls said goodbye and rushed for the door, skirting past
Danny the caretaker as he sauntered in.
“How’yeh, Father. How was mass?”
Mike smiled. Danny always asked the same question – every
week, the same question.
“It was fine, Danny. Nice crowd.”
“Good, good. Are yeh all set for me to lock up?”
“Yes, I just need to put the collection in the safe.”
After locking up, he switched off the lights and, together,
they slipped out the back door into the early evening moonlight.
“Any plans for the night, Father?” Danny asked, yanking the
heavy door shut.
“Not really. Feet up in front of the telly, most likely.
Yourself?”
“I might slip into The Corner for a pint.”
Mike noted the euphemism – a pint – but didn’t draw
attention to it. Danny’s demons were his own. “Well,” he said,
“have a good night. Thanks for everything, Danny.”
“Good night, Father.”
The caretaker ambled down the hill towards the town centre.
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Mike made the short journey to the empty parish house.
As he entered, the phone rang. He hit the light and darted
over to the hall stand. Expecting a call-out, someone ill, or
perhaps a car accident, the friendly greeting surprised him.
“Hello, Stephen.” His oldest friend.
“What’s up, Father Homo?”
Mike took a seat at the stand. “Not much. Mass just
finished.”
“I’m sure that was a barrel of laughs. Did you have enough
wine?”
He smiled at his friend’s blasphemy.
“Listen, have you any plans for the night?”
“No, not really. Watch the telly.”
“Screw that. I got us an invite to that party I told you about.
The one down in Staige. Put on some human clothes and I’ll
pick you up at nine.”
Mike moved the phone from one hand to the other. “Ah,
I don’t know. I should probably stay put in case there’s an
emergency.”
“Don’t get cold feet, now. Do you know how hard it was to get
on the list?”
“It’s just, if someone sees me. If it got back to the Bishop…”
“Fuck the Bishop,” Stephen snapped. “That old deviant
will probably be punching the tickets. Look, everyone there is
discrete. They have to be.”
Mike rubbed his forehead and pinched the bridge of his nose.
“I don’t know.”
“Come on, just check it out. We’ll leave if you’re
uncomfortable.”
The clock in the reception room chimed. “I guess I could go
for a look. And not stay long.”
“Great. I’ll see you in an hour.”
###
“Are you sure you know where you’re going?”
“Yes, Father,” Stephen answered. “Don’t be so nervous.”
Near the village of Staige, they had turned onto an
unfamiliar country road. After driving a mile through the
dusk, Stephen took a left down a muddy lane, where briers and
branches lashed the side windows.
“This can’t be it,” Mike said. “This is only a cattle trail.”
“Will you stop worrying? The house is up ahead.”
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The headlights lit a driveway entrance – a black, iron gate
between two limestone pillars. Stephen stopped the car and
a hooded figure emerged from the shadows. He lowered his
window and a torch was shone inside.
“Invitations.”
He handed the man two red envelopes.
“Phones.”
Mike fished his phone from his pocket and handed it to
Stephen. Both devices were passed out the window. The hooded
figure soon returned them with a silver sticker covering the
camera lens.
“Enjoy yourselves, gentlemen.”
Both gates lurched inward and Stephen drove through. Mike
looked out the back window in time to see the man return to the
shadows. They drove into dense woodland, into a darkness that
held solid around the headlights.
The trees thinned out and they soon found themselves
passing through a wide, open meadow. A few horses idled
beside a fence, unfazed by the car. As they drove over a wooden
bridge, moonlight gushed white across the swollen river.
Neither spoke.
They climbed a steep, brush-covered hill and emerged into a
clearing, and there, rising above them, stood the house. It had a
nineteenth-century look: long and grey – one of the ‘big’ houses
where a landlord held domain over his tenants. A place to be
feared.
Stephen snorted out a laugh. “You look like you’re gonna shit
yourself.”
Mike stared at the imposing building as they drove around
the driveway fountain. “Who owns this place?”
“She’s not local. Lives in Dublin, but comes down now and
then for a party. She inherited the house.”
“A Protestant?”
“What do you think? Look, don’t worry. I told you, everyone
here is discrete.”
They pulled up outside the main entrance. Mike’s door
opened unaided, and a figure in a suit and bow-tie gazed down
at him. He wore a mask, the kind bandits used in cowboy films.
“Come on,” Stephen said, climbing from the vehicle. “Now or
never.”
Stood there, the house looming over him, noises of revelry
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seeped from within. He watched the car move away, driven by
the masked man.
Stephen smiled. “God, I’ve butterflies.” He slapped Mike’s
stomach. “Eyes on the prize, holy man. We’re here to have fun.
Relax.”
“I’m fine,” he said. “Come on, let’s get this over with.”
Stephen knocked on the ornate door, but nothing happened.
He knocked again, louder, and waited. The door opened and
muffled chatter spilled around them. A young woman stood
naked, auburn locks cascading down her chest.
“You don’t need to knock.” She stifled a giggle. “We’re very
informal.”
“Eh...sorry,” Stephen said. “I didn’t know…”
The girl hooked his arm. “I like you.” She dragged him inside.
“You can come with me.”
Mike stood there, dumbstruck. Stephen glanced back with
a grin as he was pulled up a vaulted staircase. Mike stepped
inside and closed the door. His pulse pounded in his ears as he
stood in the empty foyer, voices coming from every direction.
Unsure what to do, a memory of his first day at seminary leapt
to mind: the nervous waiting.
Well, he couldn’t just stand there. He took a deep breath,
walked over to a set of double doors, and rested his hand on
the looping handle, the noise of the crowd swelling against the
other side. Then he braced himself and pushed forward.
###
It all seemed so sedate. He passed unnoticed through the
drinking and chatting figures gathered in the first room. Except
for a few girls dancing in their underwear in the second room,
it might have been any of a dozen formal gatherings he’d
attended. In the third room, he spotted an impressive bar in
the corner and made his way over. The bartender wore a black
waistcoat over a white shirt and, again, a bandit mask. Mike
leaned on the marble counter and waited.
“What can I get you, sir?” the bartender asked, polishing a
crystal tumbler.
He scanned the row of bottles. “I’ll have a Jameson, please.”
“Yes, sir. One moment.”
As he fetched the drink, Mike turned and inspected the room.
To his relief, he recognised no one. On a nearby sofa, a balding
man chatted with a young blonde on his lap – her body
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curled – arms draped around his neck. Then he noticed the
guy’s hand up her mini-dress – which explained her writhing.
He turned back to the bar.
His drink sat on the polished surface – the bartender away
serving someone else. Stephen had tried for months to get
invitations, and the prospect of attending horrified and thrilled
him, his imagination running wild, obsessed with finding out
what went on. But it turned out to be nothing more than a
bunch of old men fondling young women. They could have seen
worse in any nightclub in the city. Still, Stephen appeared
satisfied as the girl led him away. Good luck to him.
“Hello, there,” a man said, standing beside him. “The name’s
Glenard, Albert Glenard.”
As he shook the extended hand, the force of the grip
surprised him. He tried not to stare at the comb-over atop his
head.
“I’m in banking – a trader, really. High frequency. Currencies
and the like. What about yourself?”
Taken aback, he thought fast. “Social care, I’m in social care.”
“Interesting. Much money in that?”
“Not a lot,” he answered, “but I get by.”
“Yeah, that’s the secret. Getting by. You been upstairs yet?”
“No.” He forced himself not to look at the ceiling. “I’ve just
arrived.”
Glenard smiled. “I was about to nip up. Why don’t you join
me?” He placed a hand on Mike’s shoulder and squeezed the
bone. “I’ll show you around.”
“Michael, there you are.” He looked at the woman standing to
his right. She grabbed his arm and pulled him close. “I’ve been
waiting all night. You don’t mind if I steal him away, do you,
Bertie?”
“Not at all, Annie,” Glenard said, his brows sloped in a frown.
“Be my guest. Nice to meet you, young man.”
The woman linked his arm and steered him from the bar,
past the dancing girls, and into the first room, now crowded.
She wore a simple black halter gown, her grey hair gathered in
an intricate bun. Despite her age, he was struck by her fresh,
though sharp, features.
As they strolled through the throng, she peered over her
shoulder before speaking. “You’d want to avoid that one,
Michael. An awful sadist.”
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He didn’t know how to respond. How did she know his name?
“Let’s walk in the garden,” she said. “It will be easier to talk.
This buzzing mob gives me a headache.”
###
The woman, Annie, didn’t speak until they’d put some distance
between them and the house. They passed a chain-link fence
surrounding a tennis court. “So, Father Comdon, what brings
you to our sinful gathering?”
Mike stiffened. She knew. He was caught.
She must have sensed his unease. “Don’t worry.” She patted his
arm. “Your secret is safe with me. Who am I to judge?”
“I came with a friend. It was his idea.”
“Really, Fath— Michael. Can I call you that?”
He nodded as they came to a blue-lit swimming pool. A few
people milled about in the water. Chlorine vapours drifted.
“Trust me, Michael, you’re not the first man of God to come
through our doors. Not even the first one tonight.” She giggled.
“They nearly always bolt upstairs.”
“If people in my parish – the Bishop – knew I was here, I
would be in trouble.”
“No one will know – you have my assurance. I’m always very
impressed with your sermons. Not many Catholic priests can
connect with a congregation.”
He stopped. “You’ve seen me say mass?”
“I liked what you said tonight about the Happy Prince. I’m
sure it would tickle Wilde to have a priest quoting him from the
alter.”
“I’ve always loved Wilde,” he said. “Since I was a boy.”
“A great Irish man.” She steered him away from the pool.
“And a lover to all.”
In comfortable silence, they retraced their steps. As they
approached the front entrance, the masked man opened the
door, nodding to Annie. She ignored him and they entered the
foyer.
“Tell me, Michael, if it’s not too personal, why did you break
the vow of celibacy?”
They walked up the staircase, arms still linked. “I fell in love
when I was in college.”
She patted his arm again. “Who was she?”
He held his breath for a moment. “It wasn’t a she.”
She let out a laugh. “My, my, aren’t you the one. A gay priest
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at a Protestant’s orgy.”
All he could do was answer with a short shrug.
They stood in a corridor lined with doors, the sounds of
the party distant. “Well,” she said, “I have to leave you here.
I must return downstairs. Not appropriate for the hostess to
disappear.”
He looked around. “Do you want me to leave?”
She freed her arm from his. “I want you to go in that door.
You’ll find everything you want there.” She turned to walk
away. “Come find me when you’re done. We’ll talk more.”
He looked after her until she vanished down the stairs at the
end of the corridor. Ok, what now? He moved closer to the door,
listening. The temptation to flee surfaced – to leave the house
and never return – but he didn’t. He reached for the porcelain
doorknob, turned it, and entered the room.
###
Later in the night, Mike rushed from the room clutching his
phone. Halfway down the staircase, he paused to button his
shirt and pull his jacket over his shoulders. Then he moved
through the rooms in a panic, scanning faces in search of
Stephen, but he couldn’t find him. Finally, in the last room, he
spotted Annie, sat at the bar.
“I need to find my friend,” he said, after landing beside her. “I
need to get home – immediately.”
She took a drag of her cigarette. “Did someone upset you?
What happened?”
“My friend – I need to get back to town.”
“Slow down,” she said, rising from her seat. “Tell me what’s
wrong.”
“The police—”
She drew back from him. “The police?”
“Yes,” he said. “They rang. I had missed calls – there’s been
an accident. I need to get there.”
She stubbed her cigarette in an ashtray. “We’ll never find
your friend. I’ll drive you. Come.”
###
He finished the prayer and made the sign of the cross with oil
on the boy’s clammy forehead. The Sub-Aqua team found him
tangled in reeds downriver. Now he lay, in his drenched clothes,
inside a large tent set up as their base camp. Someone raised
the alarm around eight o’clock when the boy was seen falling
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from the bridge. The flood took him without question.
Mike replaced the blanket over the body, his fingers brushing
the boy’s damp hair. He went outside and got the details from
Sergeant Butler, thin as they were. The lad may have fallen,
may have jumped. They’d contacted the parents – they were on
their way back from a holiday in Wexford. The sergeant agreed
to ring him when they knew more. He would be expected to call
on the family.
To his surprise, Annie was still sitting in the small sports
car when he returned to the main road. She smiled as he
approached. When he sat into the leather passenger seat, she
rested a hand on his knee.
“Will I drop you home?”
“Yes. Please,” he managed.
They drove in silence, down the country road, over the bridge,
and through the town, until the car’s lights lit the tall, stone
facade of his church. She stopped at the bottom of the parishhouse driveway. The engine died.
“It’s such a beautiful church, really,” she said. “It would be a
shame to lose it.”
He tried to laugh. “Do you know something I don’t?”
“I think you know too well.” Her starlit eyes sparkled in the
darkness.
He opened the door and lumbered out but, before he could
close it, she leaned across and peered up at him. “There will be
another party in three weeks. I’ll send you an invite – for you
and your friend. I do hope you’ll come.”
“I’ll have to think about it,” he said. “Goodnight.”
“Goodnight, Father Comdon.”
As he walked up the short driveway, the car sped away, the
droning engine soon growing faint. He opened the front door
and, in the darkness, the phone rang. His work calling. He
closed his eyes for a moment, then straightened and rushed
towards it.
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Galanthus
R.J. Breathnach
Snowdrops
piercing the snow.
Braver
than the lily,
far more
honourable
than the
poppy. Coming
to life
in the grip of
Winter.
Around, all seems
dead and
desolate. But
life hides
just beneath the
surface.
Snowdrops lead the
charge to
Spring, for they are
nature’s
noble vanguard
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Pressed Petals
Shelley Corcoran
Pressed petals were placed perfectly
in her mouth to permit her words to
sound soft, sound sweet.
She learned to hide the ugly.
A porcelain peach exterior burned inside like the
flame, first ignited from the match tip.
One scratch, such a small notion in time,
missed by the eye, felt by touch.
Light glides; glistens around each strand of hair
like sand on a beach as the sun breaks the horizon.
She falls to the shore, digs fiercely
and reaches a place she vaguely remembers,
the remnants of her.
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To Bridie O’Brien: A Lesson in Grief
Alexandria McGrath

To Bridie O’Brien (née Slattery), gone but certainly not
forgotten.
*
My grandmother entered this earth like a firecracker
- sizzling and ready for action. As the middle child of a rural
working family in the ‘30s, she was built of unyielding amounts
of tenacity. Others though may argue her vibrancy was instilled
in her by the auburn hair that sat on her head. ‘Devil’s Hair’ –
the sign of a mad yoke. Whatever the case, she was a character.
Sometimes I wonder if she was even real. She was
so unlike anyone I had and have ever met. Her traits, when
considered altogether at once, made for a distinctly unique
personality. First and foremost, she was gifted with a green
thumb. However, whereas most people choose to display
nature’s beauty in the typical vase or flowerpot, that was not
Bridie’s way of doing things. Plants could be seen growing from
the most absurd places be it a cup or encircled by a tyre. Believe
it or not, her skills even persisted beyond that. She could make
any plant grow, regardless where it aired from. On countless
occasions, car journeys were halted for her to pick at stranger’s
flowerbeds to claim perennials and later grown them as her
own.
Bridie was also notorious for her hoarding habits, which
combined with her mild shopping addiction, often made for a
poor union. Clothes sometimes touched ceilings. Newspapers
regardless of their age or content were always of worth and
therefore kept (especially the Farmer’s Journal or The Sunday
World). Storage spaces were stuffed to the brim with the
most random assortment. Yet, that is what made her home
the perfect play space for a child. Endless possibilities and
treasures were only a short riffle away.
Her use of cutlery was consistently eccentric and
inappropriate too. Backs of spoons were used to butter
sandwiches and cups of tea were stirred using knives. I assume
she did this out of practicality. If it did the job, who cared about
the item’s original purpose?
These traits, along with an infinity of others were what
made her special. Sadly, I don’t think I had fully appreciated
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her quirks until she had passed. That was five years ago.
I’m still grieving.
*
My last interaction with Bridie was one I will eternally
regret.
We had trekked to the Limerick Regional Hospital with
a bunch of bright yellow bananas in tow. Upon our arrival,
no one spoke much other than to urge her to eat. She rebelled
against our concerns: ‘I’m not hungry’. And that was the end of
that. Her word was always final. Plus, who would ever want to
argue with a dying woman?
Nonetheless, I wish I has said more. Or even anything
at all. A small part of me knew our time together was drawing
threateningly near. But I said nothing because to thank her for
kindness, the morals she embodied, or her actions would be to
acknowledge we had little time left together. And so, the words
hung inside my mouth, never to be spoken aloud. We departed
soon afterwards and left the bananas on her hospital table. I
doubt she ever even touched them.
*
She would’ve loved her wake.
Despite the expected undertone of sadness, it was a
spirited event. Even in her old age my grandmother was a
social butterfly, capable of flittering from one easy conversation
to the next. It was a knack I envied, especially on that night as
her corpse lay on display alongside the mingling people.
Most of my evening was spent cooped up in my brother’s
bedroom with the other children. They laughed and played and
giggled, oblivious of the grim reality. I instead chose to cuddle
under the covers to think and think and think. Then it hit me. 		
Closure. That was what I needed.
With what felt like little time to spare, I grabbed a pen
and paper and I let my emotions bleed over the page in a messy
indigo scrawl. These were the words I wished I had said in the
hospital. She wasn’t going to leave me without knowing my
thoughts. Not again.
The letter, folded and concealed in an envelope, was
placed in her coffin later that night as the crowds began to
wane. Those words marked my last moments with her as I
chose to sleep elsewhere that night. Something seemed so
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unnatural about sleeping in the room above a dead woman.
*
It’s been very hard without her and I suppose that is
because we had a special connection. Despite the years that
separated us in age, we were friends. Interconnected souls.
Much of my childhood was spent traversing through the fields
between our houses to enjoy a cup of tea with her. We used
to shop together. June would mark our annual pilgrimages to
Knock, our special place.
On the odd occasion, I like to wonder would we have
been best friends had we not been related, and I born in a
different decade. Would we have attended the dances together,
dressed in our finest frocks? Would I have travelled with her
to England to work for six months in a factory in our early
twenties? Would we have gossiped and giggled when she met
the love of her life, a man fourteen years her senior? I will never
know.
However, what I do know is that she is watching over
me. She hears my prayers. She looks after my family. She is
proud of me. And, when my day comes to leave this earth, I
know she will be waiting for me at heaven’s gates with open
arms.
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Memories Store
Paul Thornhill
It seems as though
Mere moments ago
Life was night feeds, nappies and baby grows
But the time we thought friend
Was actually Foe
With Precious moments plundered
From memories store
This much I now know
Times march was too fast
As I’m torn in the future
Halfheart in the past
To When
cries became smiles
And crawls turned to walk
Sweet gibberish flowered into
Loving talk
And where
In mayhem,magic and heavenly mess
True happiness flowed in song dance and dress
But now,
As heart swells for a fleeting glimpse,
Of what was once before,
A wave of loss obscures again
Precious moments
Unfound
In memories store
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Snow Plunge
Blaise Gilburd
It is very nice
to sit in front of the window and watch snow fall
for the few hours before it turns to rain
and washes away the day’s accumulation.
Tufts of grass in jagged patches
like a few days’ worth of growth
on a face too tired to shave.
It does for fifteen minutes
become enough of a flurry to look
like static on a box television left on,
or one of those optical illusions that
make my eyes hurt.
The wind sends sudden drops
of snow blasting off
the roof in falling dustings,
swirling mumurations of
swollen white flies.
Days in which
I know the sun and that
painful struggle to rise,
straining to hold its head just
above the water, but it laps
at its mouth and it
splutters and drowns.
A snow plunge, driving no
headlights through
the heaving rain.
The blankness and
perspective is closed off as
the horizon closes in around,
filling in the cracks and
the shadow descending
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Poppy
Sarah Keenan
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The Only Ones Awake
A novel excerpt
Mary McFadden
The graveyard was almost empty. A stone figure stood on a dais
at its centre; a saint whose delicate face had been smoothed
bare by years of harsh weather, its unseeing eyes overlooking
the homes of the forgotten dead. Moss clung to headstones,
many of them half-buried in rushes and overgrown grass. They
bulged from the earth like jagged teeth twisted from a rotting
gum. The surrounding wall was held together by a coat of ivy,
its emerald skin the only thing to keep its colour among all the
grey. A crumbling church was just about visible above the wall,
a windvane in the shape of a cross spinning wildly at its peak.
The place had been cared for once, kept alive by whispered
prayers and the gentle hands of the bereaved. But as time
passed, mourners, too, were put to ground until nothing
remained but a blanket of tangled weeds; until the graveyard
gates reddened with rust and names of the departed faded from
the memories of those who were left. It was a forsaken place
now. A dwelling only for the dark and those who took its shape.
Virgil leaned against the shovel, his clothes still dripping from
the river.
A normal man would have already succumbed to the cold, but
Virgil was as far from normal as flesh was to stone. So he stood
unflinching. Waiting. Watching the packed earth for signs of
movement.
He pulled a phone from his pocket, ran a finger across the
water bubbles beneath the screen. Eddie had convinced him to
abandon the chunky reliable model he’d been using for the past
decade in favour of the slim glass rectangle lying defunct in his
palm. Although his old phone probably wouldn’t have survived
a dip in the river either. He tried the power button again;
the screen stuttered, a fragment of blue homescreen flashing
momentarily in the darkness.
Useless, he thought, tucking it away.
There was a soft squawk above him.
Dolores.
The magpie had followed him, as it had unfailingly for as long
as he could remember. It had been around for a very long time,
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much longer than any magpie should ever hope to live. Much
longer than was possible. And yet he was positive it was the
same one.
The bird was just like any other in shape and size, but its eyes
were dove white. Clouded. They stared at him now, two tiny
moons in an onyx face. Observing, as always.
He crouched beside the makeshift grave at his feet. He didn’t
know exactly how long the girl had been buried. Thirty
minutes, maybe closer to an hour. It was hard to keep track of
time while digging, and every time the shovel blade plunged
into the soil he saw her. Mid-jump. Falling so slowly the air
might have been syrup.
He shouldn’t have saved her, he knew that. And he’d pay for
the decision. But he couldn’t just watch her be taken by the
river, not when he was there to see, there to help. But cold can
choke air from lungs even quicker than water, and the girl he
dragged to the surface was little more than a body, her soul
loosened irreparably.
He’d folded her coat and set it on a piece of broken headstone,
a small collection of her belongings wrapped in its arms; a blue
purse with a few cards, spare change, and a keyring with a
lone key in its loop. Virgil hadn’t needed to check her ID - he’d
seen her face so many times he could draw the outline without
looking - but he’d taken it from her purse anyway. He turned
it over in his hands and Sive Quinn’s brown eyes stared up at
him.
She had a pale round face and short red hair which was cut
across her forehead in a harsh line. She was scowling. Every
time he’d seen her she wore that face, like she was mad at
everything and everyone and wanted the world to know. And
maybe she was. She had good reason to be. But he’d seen her
smile once; a sudden thing like sunshine after a storm, and it
made him hopeful that she wasn’t done with joy yet.
But she jumped, he reminded himself. He took a breath.
Unnecessary, he heard Clarissa’s voice echo in his mind. What
do you think you are? Mortal, even now?
Just as he was about to stand up, a hand jutted out from the
ground, pale and clawlike. Virgil froze. For a moment nothing
else moved, and then the soil shifted. It was soft at first like
sieving flour and then urgent, cascading onto the sugared grass
as another hand emerged.
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The girl crawled out of the ground, heaving herself from the
earth. Muck clung to her hair in tails, her face and clothes
slick with it. She retched, gagging up chunks of gravel and
something thick and black like molasses. A stench filled the
air; sharp, like raw meat left in the sun. Virgil walked slowly
towards her. He pushed the needlepoints of dread and regret
to the back of his mind and knelt beside her, wet earth seeping
through his already soaking trousers.
‘Welcome back, Sive,’ he said, putting a hand on her back as she
spluttered.
Her eyes were wide as moons. Desperate. She opened her
mouth to speak but only heaved again, looking up at him as she
purged, eyes pink and straining in their sockets like something
beyond them was screaming.
There was a question there, one he recognised because he’d
screamed it too a very long time ago.
Where did I go?
A small metal tube hung from a necklace around Virgil’s neck.
He pulled it over his head and unscrewed it carefully, burying
the lower half of his face in his sleeve as the debilitating smell
of red garlic caught in the wind. He held it beneath Sive’s
nose. Her face contorted in pain for a moment before her eyes
drooped, sliding closed.
She collapsed.
Virgil tucked the tube away beneath his shirt. He pushed
hairs off her cheeks before picking her up and headed towards
the empty street. Beyond the graveyard walls the sun was a
crimson crack on the horizon, ushering in a new day; and with
it, a new creature of the night.
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Milk
Christina Hennemann
Last night I dreamed of you
And of my first teenage love.
Your milky face, distorted,
Softly melted into his, until
I beheld treacherous twins.
Your lips were sown by your
Own free will, and he was
Laughing at my hoarse begging.
I, red-cheeked and flustered,
Found myself sliding back
And forth, but always back,
Between your spilling milk faces,
Feeling 15 again, but looking 30,
Dowdy and drained I lost my milk teeth
To him,
My wisdom teeth
To you.
When I woke up, dream-ridden,
I sat up with a gasp, and
Saw it on my night desk
In shocked disbelief.
I shuddered, then grabbed it Without further ado, I emptied
The lukewarm glass of milk,
Felt the liquid coat my
Teeth with a shabby carpet
Of sour and grainy,
Poured it all inside my
Silently bellowing mouth Bathed my tongue in the sting.
With watery eyes,
I ran to the sink, bent over,
And spat it out with verve
Into the dour drain.
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Poetry Submission
Christina Hennemann
Dear poetry editor,
When you read my submission of three poems
Think of me dumping a heavy metal box labelled
– TRAUMA –
In front of your crammed desk with a bang,
And when you suspiciously open the box,
Think of unpacking the dusty creepy skeleton model
Your science teacher used to explain human bone structure
And skeletal abnormalities when nobody was listening, while
Paper planes were soaring in the air
filled with suppressed laughter.
Think of pulling out the creased letter enclosed in the rib cage,
Unfolding the sheet and discovering a clumsy blob of ink That was me pouring my pain on the page,
For you to consider if it’s legible enough,
If I’ve crawled deep enough into the darkness,
And dragged out just enough dirt to intrigue you,
But not quite as much as to put you off in disgust,
As I need you to take part of my ballast hostage
For a while, jailed in the pages of your magazine.
In a nutshell, dear poetry editor,
I submit my anxiety to your forthcoming issue.
Yet, for now, I refuse to submit to my anxiety issues.
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2018. Hughes has exhibited work in Galway, Letterfrack and
Limerick, most recent exhibition: A Better Place University
Hospital Waterford, 2020. Hughes’ work focuses on responding
to sound through performative painting. Listening to each beat;
physically and emotionally feeling each beat. Responding to these
feelings by spontaneously applying layers of paint to canvas.
L. R. Jeffers is a twenty-two-year-old Irish writer from Cork
and has completed a BA in English at University College Cork.
He is currently studying an MA in Creative Writing at UCC. He
has had short stories published in the Honest Ulsterman Journal
and UCC’s Quarryman Journal.
Sarah Keenan is a visual artist based in Galway. She paints
fantasy worlds based on reality and how nature relates to
society. Often, there is a battle between the two as they fight for
territory. Her works explore how these opposing worlds are more
connected than they seem.
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Emily Anna King is pursuing her MA in Creative Writing at
University College Cork. Her most recent publications are in
Pamplemousse, Lily Poetry Review, Massachusetts Best Emerging
Poets 2019 (Z Publishing) and Paragon Press. Besides writing,
she loves spending time with family, playing piano, training
jiujitsu and baking
Cronan Saint Ronan Kobylak (they/them) is a nonbinary
artist presently living in New York. Their studio practice focuses
on the subliminal queer history found in folklore. Recently,
they have been exploring the interaction between digital and
traditional techniques in a reflection of the changing times.
Sven Kretzschmar hails from Germany. His work has been
published internationally, e.g., in Writing Home. The ‘New Irish’
Poets (Dedalus Press, 2019), Turangalîla-Palestine (Dairbhre,
2019), Hold Open the Door (UCD Press, 2020), 100 Words of
Solitude (Rare Swan Press, 2021), Das Gedicht, Loch Raven
Review, The Irish Times and more.
Somewhere on the Wexford coast, a leisure plane wonders by,
the only sound in the calm quiet. A loose thread of thought sleeps
in the background. Illustrator Amy Lauren reflects on her new
values around work, rest and play after the second lockdown.
@amylaurenillo amymcgrathillustration.com
Sarah Long is an artist and writer from Cork. Currently, she is
undertaking an MLitt in Art Writing at Glasgow School of Art.
@sarahlongartist
Taidgh Lynch is a poet from Killarney living in Canada. His
poetry has appeared in spring, Drawn to the Light Press, Prairie
Fire, ROPES, OFI Press, and elsewhere. His debut pamphlet,
First Lift Here, was published with Jack Pine Press in 2019. Visit
his twitter: @taidghlynch
John Mackey lives in Dublin and works in animation production.
He has recently started to write and digitally illustrate some
short narrative pieces. His work is informed by quiet moments
of reflection.
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Stephen Guy Mallett holds a baccalaureate in philosophy
and literature from Concordia University. His poems appear in
various corners of the internet, and his limbs appear in various
corners of the forest floor. His wife has many questions about the
deep sea.
Jake McAuliffe is a cancer researcher from Cork. His stories
usually feature talking animals. He lives in Galway with his
partner and talkative cat. His work can be found online in a few
places that mean a lot to him. @JakeMcAwful on twitter.
Mary McFadden is a writer and journalist, and the author of
The Only Ones Awake, a vampire story set in modern-day Ireland
about a girl who seeks to free herself from immortality. Mary has
previously been shortlisted for the Bailieborough Poetry Prize.
This is her first published work of fiction.
Alexandria McGrath is a 3rd year Creative Writing student
at NUIG. Her former publications are courtesy of NUIG’s own
fashion magazine, Ethereal Magazine, and her own personal
website, Pieces By Alex.
Taylor Mullins is a queer, Irish writer with creative work
available in The Outlook, Hecate Magazine, Cult of Clio and
Circuit Arts 2021. Currently studying in their third year of their
Bachelors of Arts with Creative Writing Degree, they are working
on a fantasy novel about trauma, healing and the fight for love.
Shaun O Ceallaigh is a freelance writer from County Kilkenny.
His work has previously appeared in Crannóg Magazine.
Catherine O’Brien is an Irish writer of poems, flash fiction and
short stories. She writes bi-lingually in both English and Irish.
She completed a year of postgraduate studies in NUIG over a
decade ago and is a frequent visitor to her alma mater and the
city it calls home. She holds a Ph.D. in English Literature. Her
work has recently appeared or is forthcoming in Janus Literary,
Splonk, Flash Boulevard, Flyover Country Magazine, Ellipsis
Zine, Indelible Literary Journal, Iris Comhar and more.
Bernard Pearson’s work appears in many publications,
including; Aesthetica Magazine, The Edinburgh Review,
Crossways, North West Words and FourxFour. In 2017 a selection
of his poetry ‘In Free Fall’ was published by Leaf by Leaf Press.
In 2019 he won second prize in The Aurora Prize for Writing.
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Maezza Brathwaite Romero is a writer and game developer
based in Galway, Ireland. Born to an Irish-American mother and
Caribbean father, she moved from California to Galway in 2015.
Her writing reflects on her experiences growing up as a mixed
race woman in different parts of the world. She is currently a
narrative designer for Romero Games and a student of Digital
Arts and Technology at NUI Galway
Emma Muldoon Ryan is a tea induced student from Mallow,
Co. Cork. In her antiquated age of 18, Emma likes sitting down
in the evenings reading, when not studying for her Leaving
Cert. Emma loves a good match and particularly likes rugby
and hurling. Emma would like to go on to study in NUIG in
September, 2021. It is a dream of hers to be a novelist, but her
specialties lie in poetry.
Apoorva Shirolkar is a Dublin based artist who specializes
in oil and fine pen/ink artwork. Inspired by nature, she has
created an extensive collection of Irish landscape and still life
paintings. Her pen/ink artwork consists of historic architecture
and sculptures which is highly influenced by her Indian roots.
Her artwork subtly captures the ambience felt by emphasizing
on aesthetics, temperature, and composition
Paul Thornhill is from Cork and studied English at UCC.
Paul has had a lifelong passion for the written form, which
found initial expression in freelance journalism and which he
now explores through poetry. The passing of time has brought a

growing sense of urgency to commit pen to paper

Kyle Vaughn is the author of Calamity Gospel (forthcoming
from Cerasus Poetry, 2022) and Lightning Paths: 75 Poetry
Writing Exercises (NCTE Books, 2018) and the co-author/cophotographer of A New Light in Kalighat (American Councils
for International Education, 2013). His poems have appeared
in journals such as The Journal, A-Minor, Adbusters, The Boiler,
Drunken Boat, Poetry East, Vinyl, the museum of americana, and
The Shore (2021 Pushcart Prize nomination). www.kylevaughn.
org / twitter: @krv75 / insta: @kylev75
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